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44
SINGULARITIESS OR FLUXES:
NONPERTURBATIVEE T-DUALITY
Thiss chapter deals with 'impurities' in supersymmetric backgrounds of string theory.
Broadlyy speaking, it deals with two kinds of such 'impurities'. First, there are isolated
singularitiess of the background geometry. One might call this a 'geometric impurity'. Second,, in contrast to the geometric impurities, there are 'objects' in string theory, the various
branes,, which are sources of gauge fields and curve the geometry. The archetypal example
whichh will play a role, is the NS fivebrane.
Unlikee the geometric impurities, those of the second kind are sources of gauge fields;
onee might call these 'flux impurity'. The distinction between the two kinds of impurity is
somewhatt artificial from the point of view of string theory. This is so, because there are
stringg dualities which may relate one kind to the other.
Again,, the best known example is T-duality which relates asymptotically locally Euclideann spaces with an Ak singularity to a background in which there is a stack of k 4- 1
fivebranesfivebranes present. In fact, it is a general feature of T-duality, that a non-trivial circle fibration,, which is a purely geometric characteristic of a background, is dual to a background
withh NS-flux.
T-dualityy can be formulated in perturbative string theory, it is an isomorphism between
aa pair of conformal field theories that gives rise to an equivalence of a pair of string backgroundss for perturbative string theory. In order to find a pair of T-dual string backgrounds,
onee should thus find the pair of isomorphic worldsheet conformal field theories, and if possible,, their target space interpretations.
Thiss can be done in a perturbation expansion in a ' , regarding a worldsheet eft as a
nonlinearr sigma model. The pair of dual worldsheet eft's is obtained as different effective
theoriess of one overarching theory, so that manifestly the pair of theories should be isomorphic. .
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Inn practice it is hard to explicitly find the pair of effective theories, when a perturbative
treatmentt in terms of a ' is not sufficient. This is the case when T-duality is considered along
aa circle that degenerates. A typical situation when this occurs, is at a Calabi-Yau singularity.
Whenn the cycle degenerates, worldsheet instanton effects must crucially be taken into
accountt to find a correct dual theory. One important effect of the worldsheet instantons,
iss that they typically break a symmetry which seemed to be present classically. In the
presentt circumstances, this symmetry can be interpreted as a translation symmetry in the
fluxflux background (which seems to come from the translation symmetry in the geometric
background). .
Onee might ask for example the following two questions. Why is this symmetry broken
inn the full, nonperturbative T-duality transformation? And second, what is the significance
off the fact that this symmetry is broken?
Too begin with the first point, a physical argumentation why a translation symmetry need
nott be preserved by T-duality is the following. Essentially, T-duality exchanges winding
modess and momentum modes of a string. The momentum modes are like the modes of a
pointt particle, they depend on the 'ordinary' geometry of a target space. One such 'ordinary
geometric'' notion, is the presence of a translation symmetry. But there is another part of
geometryy which is probed by strings: the geometry to which winding modes are sensitive.
Att a singular point, the modes winding around the orbits of the translation symmetry
cann become light, as the orbits degenerate near the apex. These winding modes, worldsheet
instantons,, have a consequence for the 'ordinary' geometry of the T-dual background, which
needd not have a translation symmetry.
Too reflect on the second point, why is the absence of this symmetry important, let us say
this.. Both kinds of 'impurities', geometric and flux, are important in for string theory for a
speciall reason. At such impurities there is 'localized physics' which takes place just at the
impurity.. This local physics can be decoupled by applying appropriate scaling limits. As
wee are dealing with 'localized physics', it is clearly relevant if the impurity is 'localized'
(theree is no translation symmetry, as non-perturbative (worldsheet) effects have broken it),
orr if it is not localized, as this difference matters for physics 'near the impurity'.
Theree is another important aspect, which we will not discuss much, but is a crucial motivationn for the study of these dualities. The decoupling limits near impurities can be used
nott only to isolate 'localized physics' at the impurity, they can also be used to construct
neww superstring backgrounds. Essentially, these backgrounds are related 'holographically'
too the localized physics. In the construction and study of such string backgrounds, often it
iss very useful to know of an impurity and a scaling limit which produces this background,
thinkk for example, of D-brane setups which give rise to anti-de Sitter geometries. In this respect,, it promises to be useful to know T-dual descriptions of geometric and flux impurities.
Thesee can give rise either to linear dilaton backgrounds of string theory, or anti-de Sitter, by
deformingg the worldsheet conformal field theory, or adding various branes.
Thee outline of this chapter is as follows. First we will discuss impurities, of geometric
andd of flux type, and their scaling limits. Next, it turns out that especially the scaling lim70 0
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itss may admit an exact worldsheet eft descriptions, while the 'full' backgrounds, before a
scalingg limit, do not. Then the T-duality will be discussed. The special features of T-duality
inn the context of a degenerating isometry are discussed. We continue with the proposed
T-dualityy relation for Calabi-Yau singularities which have a description as certain affine hypersurfacess or discrete quotients thereof. For quite special hypersurfaces, the T-dual admits
aa genuine geometric interpretation, this case involves Kazama-Suzuki models which admit a
Landau-Ginzburgg description, for other cases, a geometric description is not known is such
concretee terms. Finally, we conclude with some final observations.

4.11

IMPURITIES AND SCALING LIMITS

Inn this section two kinds of string theory impurity are considered. One is entirely geometric:
aa singularity in a compactification manifold M that features in a supersymmetric string
vacuumm of the form R 9 - 2 " 1 - 1 x Mim-, without any fluxes and a trivial dilaton. Hence
M.2mM.2m is a Calabi-Yau or hyper-Kahler manifold, and an isolated singularity locally is of
thee sort discussed in chapter 2. The other kind of impurity is a Neveu-Schwartz fivebrane,
thee magnetic dual of the fundamental string, or a collection of fivebranes. This object is a
sourcee of magnetic flux and also curves space around it.
Bothh sorts of impurity have physical consequences at certain low energy scales. In the
presencee of a singularity there are special massless states coming from branes wrapping the
vanishingvanishing cycles. In the presence of a stack of fivebranes there are massless states which
originatee from D-branes that end on the fivebranes. In either case the special massless
statess are 'localized' at the impurity. By appropriately tuning deformations of the impurity
(blowingg up a singularity or separating the fivebranes in a stack), which set the energy scale
off the 'localized' states, and simultaneously tuning string parameters as g s and Cs, the region
nearr the impurity can be isolated. States not associated with the impurity decouple, and one
iss left with a different string vacuum than one originally started out with before the scaling
limit. .
Theree are two important features of the string theory vacua that one ends up with after
thee scaling process. First of all, they have isolated the physics that has to do with the
impurity.. Second, they are generally simpler than the original backgrounds, and it is not
uncommonn that the 'near impurity' backgrounds have an exact eft description, when the
'fuirr global backgrounds do not have a known exact description.
4.1.11

SINGULARITIES

Considerr a geometric string vacuum of the form
R 9 - 2 m , ll

x

M 2 m

whichh preserves some supersymmetry. This means that M. 2m is a Calabi-Yau manifold,
orr even hyper-Kahler. Usually one takes a compact M 2m- From the ten-dimensional low
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energyy effective action
Sioo = 2^2 f d10xy^GH

+ .. ,

(4.1)

Xy/ —G f i0-2m^-10-2m +

(4.2) )

onee gets a low energy effective action on J R 9 _ 2 m l ,
5"l0-2mm = 7~2

ƒd

Tn

Thee couplings are related as
2K 22 =

_
2 « i o - 2 m --

{2*)7i*agl
2K2

22

(4.3)

Vol(A42m)e»'

Soo there is an effective low energy theory on IR9-2171-1 that is gravitational, having taken the
volumee of «M 2m finite.
AA Calabi-Yau manifold is usually part of a continuous family of Calabi-Yau manifolds,
labeledd by the moduli. The moduli govern the size of certain homology cycles of a CalabiYau.. At some values of the moduli, some cycles may shrink to zero size, and a singularity
develops.. An example of this, is found for the deformations of a (non-compact) A k singularity,, in section 2.1.2.
Moree explicitly, an explicit metric on a smoothed Ak singularity, is provided by the
multi-centeredd Taub-NUT space[12, 13],
ds 22 = U-l{d6 + udr)2 + t / d r 2 ,

(4.4)

wheree f coordinatizesflat E 3 and9 is aperiodic coordinate. Furthermore

f^\r-rf^\r-rtt\\
VUVU = - V

(4.5)

XÜJ.

Thiss metric is regular at f = fi provided that the periodicity of 9 is
00 ~ 9 + 4TTA.

(4.6)

Inn the metric (4.4) k blown-up two-spheres are seen as circle fibrations over the line
and f = ri+i. At the end points of this interval U~l = 0 and the
segmentt between f—fi
fiber,, parametrized by 6, shrinks to zero size. The volume ofSfj, the sphere between f=fi
andd f = ?i+i, is given by
VVSijSij{\ri{\ri ~ O I) = fd6U-1/2
72 2
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= 47r\\fi - fj\.

(4.7)
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Figuree 4.1: A two-sphere as a circlefibrationover the line segment between n and fj, where the
functionn £/ _1 , of the multi-center Taub-NUT metric vanishes, as in equation (4.4).
Iff N > 1 centers coincide, ft = fj the corresponding two-spheres Sij shrinks to zero
size.. Also, a conical singularity develops at that center, as effectively the periodicity of the
ö-coordinatee is reduced from ATT\ to 4nX/N.
Too get a bit more feeling for this metric, consider the single center Taub-NUT metric,
with h
U(r)U(r) = l+-.
(4.8)
rr
Explicitly,, the metric reads
d*7ww = 77TT (d9 + A ( ! - cos0)d0) 2
U(r)U(r)
++ U(r) (dr 2 + r 2 [dt/;2 + sin 2 xpdcj)2}) .

(4.9)

Nearr r « 0, redefining coordinates r = p2 and scaling A = 1, the metric can be written as
ds 22 w dp2 + p2 U^)2 + sin 2 ipd(f>2 + [d6 + (1 - cos^)d0] 2 ) .
Thee p2(...) term is a circle bundle over S2. It is the Hopf fibration S1 —> S3 —> S2
preciselyy when the periodicity of 9 is 47r, and the metric cone over S3 is just smooth K4.
Thiss reasoning sets the periodicity of 9 in a smooth multi-center Taub-NUT to be 4-7TA.
Iff N are moved on top of one another, locally the metric will look like
ds 22 « dp 2 + p2 (dip2 + sin2 ipdcf)2 + - L [d6> + (1 - cos ip)d4>]2 J ,
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whichh is a metric on the metric cone over the lens space 5 3 / Z J V .
Thee metric in (4.4) describes a non-compact space. The sort of singularities that can
occurr in a compact manifold may be restricted by global properties of the manifold, more
specifically,, by its homology. For example, the only family of 4d compact hyper-Kahler
manifoldss are the K3 surfaces, which have the following Hodge diamond,

h°>° h°>°

11

h 1 ' 00 h°<1
^2,00

^1,1

/ l 2 ' 11

00
^0,2

11

=

/l 1 ' 2

0
20

00

hh22''2 2

1..

(4.10)

0
11

Soo a singularity with a Milnor number \i > 22 can certainly not occur in a K3 surface.
However,, it is justified and interesting to not restrict the attention only to singularities
thatt can occur in compact manifolds M2m, but also consider singularities that occur in noncompactt M.2m- The justification comes from the existence of a scaling limit that isolates
thee physics at the singularity. States localized at the singularity couple to 'far away' states
throughh gravitational interaction. In isolating the states at the singularity, the gravitational
interactionn is switched off. This is a different kind of physical situation than the one which
iss considered in a 'compactification' as discussed above, and M 2m need not be compact for
thiss scaling to make sense.
Lett us consider a scaling limit which isolates the physics near a singularity. Around a
p-cyclee in some M.2n there can be wrapped Dp-branes. The tension of a Dp-brane has the
followingg proportionality:
r

P

~ - ^ r ..

(4.11)

Iff it wraps a p-cycle of volume VpfP8, the mass of the Dp-brane thus is proportional' to
MMPP{V{VPP)) ~ - ^ .

(4.12)

9s*-s 9s*-s

Byy simultaneously tuning the moduli \i in a way that the volume2 Vp = Vp(n) -+ 0 and
—> 0, while keeping the mass
'switchingg off gravity', scaling the Planck length £p — lsgj
off a wrapped Dp-brane fixed, the states near the singularity are isolated. On the one hand,
somee states become very massive and can be integrated out to get the low energy dynamics,
like,, for example states associated to branes wrapping large cycles that are not scaled down.
Onn the other hand the gravitational modes decouple.
Severall comments are in order. First, note that it is not necessary to scale £s —> 0 in
thiss limit. But after the scaling one has isolated the physics near the (almost) singular point.
11

There may also be a nontrivial £?-field flux through any of the 2-cycles, corresponding to the imaginary part
off the complexified Kahler class. Such a flux also contributes to the mass of a wrapping D-brane.
22
Also, the B-field flux through the cycle should vanish.
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Soo in a sense, it is a 'decompactification' limit that keeps only the local geometry near the
singularity. .
Second,, the physics due to the light degrees of freedom localized near the singularity
cann be described in various different ways, related by dualities, which are discussed later in
thiss chapter. For the moment, consider one particular viewpoint. Take a space of the form
R 5 ' 11 x

MA,

wheree MA is a multi-centered Taub-NUT space, like (4.4). Regarding this as a vacuum of
IIAA string theory, it can be lifted to an M-theory background
E 5 ' 11 x S1 x C.
This,, in turn descends [79] to another IIA vacuum, taking the M-theory circle to be the fiber
coordinatizedd by 6; the 'original' M-theory circle can be decompactified. In this vacuum
theree is a D6-brane at each center of the metric. As several D6-branes move together, the
fundamentall strings stretching between them become light. The open strings give rise to a
loww energy SU(k + 1) gauge theory. The W-bosons from strings stretching between branes
att fi and fj have masses that are proportional to \?i — f]\. This is the proportionality of
massess of wrapped D2-branes in the original configuration. Indeed, the D2 branes lift to
M2-braness which are extended in the ^-direction.
Thesee descend to fundamental strings stretched between the D6 branes. In [79] an analogous
analysiss is also carried out for (resolved) Dk+2 spaces. In that case the resolved geometry
iss somewhat more complicated, because of the additional Z2 of the dihedral groups. In the
geometricc picture this gives an extra 'center', of a different sort that the Taub-NUT centers.
Thee 'metric link' of this center is a circle bundle over MP 2 , rather that P 1 (see section 2.1.2).
Afterr the 9-11 flip this extra center gives on orientifold 06-plane [79, 80]. Note that in one
picturee the 'impurities' are purely geometric, whereas in the dual picture the impurities are
manifestedd as branes, so there are fluxes.
4 . 1 . 22

FlVEBRANES

Ann interesting class of non-geometric impurities is formed by configurations of NeveuSchwartzz fivebranes3. The simplest configuration is formed by a stack of superimposed
fivebranesfivebranes that occupy a IR5,1 worldvolume and have R 4 transverse to their worldvolume.
Suchh a stack of N coincident fivebranes curves space, is a source of 3-form H-Üux and
33
Throughout the discussion it is assumed we are dealing with fivebranes of a Type II theory. Usually we have in
mindd IIB theory, when we discuss fivebranes as 'flux impurities' T-dual to hyper-Kahler surface singularities. But
dependingg on the situation, one should consider IIA theory. This is the case if the T-dual meory has a geometric
singularityy which is deformed, in the scaling process, by blowing up a three-cycle (like the deformed conifold) and
D33 branes wrapping the three-cycle play a role in the scaling limit under consideration. As the discussion focuses
onn the bosonic sector, where the distinction between IIA and IIB is not always so important here
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inducess a non-trivial dilaton. More precisely, the field configuration of these fields is
Na' Na'
e2<*-*~>> = h(r) = \ +
r* r*
55

dsds22 = -dt2 + £

dxidXi + h(r) [dr2 + r2dÜ2] ,

<4-13>

i=i i

C(6)) = h

1

(r) [dt A dx! A

A dxb],

whichh can be obtained from the string equations of motion in the approximation to lowest
orderr ina'. Here C6 is the dual of the 2-formNS-NS gauge potential. Alternatively, in terms
off the 3-form flux H, the field configuration can be written as
HHmnpmnp = - e m n p ' 0 , $ ,

(4.14)

wheree m, n, p, q are indices in the space E 4 transverse to the fivebrane worldvolume. Severall related field configurations can be obtained, by taking several parallel stacks at different
pointss in the transverse R 4 .
Ass the fivebranes are BPS objects, any such configuration forms a good string vacuum,
withh an amount of supersymmetry that corresponds to two copies of AT = 1 in d = 6 (for the
typee II theories). If the positioning of the stacks has enough symmetry, it may be possible to
summ the contributions of all stacks explicitly. The resulting field configuration then looks a
lott like the 'single stack' configuration above, only with a changed harmonic function h{r).
Somee such configurations will be discussed later.
S C A L I N GG LIMIT OF A STACK OF FIVEBRANES

Theree is also away to get a simpler background. The harmonic function simplifies in the
regionn r <C y/Na', where the constant term can be dropped, so h(r) ~ r _ 2 . Unlike the full
backgroundd (4.13), this scaled background has a known exact worldsheet conformal field
theoryy description [15]. This exact worldsheet eft is actually a N = (4,4) superconformal
theory,, corresponding to the d = 6 spacetime supersymmetry of the target space 4 . The
targett space of a M = 4 superconformal model does not suffer a' corrections beyond the
levell at which the geometry (4.13) was derived. From this geometry it is possible to identify
thee exact conformal field theory.
Choosingg a new radial coordinate
11

*2

(4.15) )
4
Byy dimensional reduction d — 4 H = 2 supersymmetry is obtained from d = 6 Af Af = 1. The N = 2 d = 4
algebraa has three supercharges, which are related to three worldsheet U(l) currents, similar to the argumentation
inn section 3.2 relating d = 4 N = 1 with A/" = 2 extended superconformal symmetry.
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thee region near the stack of fivebranes looks like a 'throat', R $ x 5 3 , with field configuration,

ds 22 = -dcf)2 + Na'dül,

HH =

-Na'c,

wheree e is the volume form on 5 3 , ƒ e = 2ir2.
Fromm these expressions it can be seen that a change in the string coupling asymptotically
farr from the fivebranes, gs = e*°, accompanied by a rescaling of r, does not change the
fieldfield configuration down the throat. This feature allows the physics 'localized* down the
throatt to be decoupled, by sending gs — 0 and simultaneously descending in the throat.
Thee background (4.16) is the target space field configuration of a couple of exact conformall field theories. The S3 with N units of #-flux is the target space of a SU(2) WZW
modell at level k = N. Actually, this part of the string background is described by a supersymmetricc WZW model. The worldsheet fermions are free, after doing a gauge rotation.
Thiss gauge rotation is anomalous5. Its effect is to change the central charge of the bosonic
piecee of the WZW model from c = 3N/(N + 2) to c = 3(N - 2)/N, i.e. the level of the
SU(2)SU(2) current algebra of the decoupled bosonic part 51/(2) jt, of the supersymrnetric WZW
model,, is k = N — 2
Thee R^ part, is described by a scalar, and the linear dilaton is reflected as a background
chargee for this scalar, so R^ is described by (a supersymrnetric analogue of) a Feigin-Fuchs
eft.. The background charge of the scalar is Q = - y/l/N. The central charges of the
Feigin-Fuchss and WZW models are
11

^

=

22

N

+

T'

ccwzwwzw = - + —jj-,

<A 1TX

(

}

(4.18)

wheree c = c/3, so the throat superconformal model has c = 6. A complete string vacuum
iss obtained by tensoring these eft's with three free chiral superfields, corresponding to the
worldvolumee directions of the stack.
Notee that the conformal field theory description only makes sense in case the number of
fivebranesfivebranes is N > 2, but not for a single fivebrane. Another noteworthy point is that down
thee throat, 4> — — oo the dilaton grows without bound. On the one hand, the fact that the
stringg coupling grows in the throat, allows for a decoupling limit to exist, in which string
propagationn seems to be described by an exact eft. But on the other hand, where the string
couplingg becomes large, a worldsheet eft does not relyably reflect the string dynamics, as
stringg loop effects may not be ignored.
5

See,, for example, [15].
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O T H E RR F I V E B R A N E CONFIGURATIONS

Ass mentioned earlier, any configuration of parallel fivebranes, located at different points
inn the transverse R 4 has the same amount of supersymmetry as the single stack configuration.. More precisely, the field configuration of (4.13) is that of extremal fivebranes, which
preservee half of the supersymmetry of the string theory, and any parallel configuration of
suchh branes is a stable one, as the branes exert no force on one another. The only change
inn field configuration with respect to (4.13) is manifested through a change in the harmonic
function.. The single center function is replaced by the superposition
7/-*7/-*

-

V^

^f^f

\r

NiQ.'

-Ti\2

withh centers at every location of a fivebrane. Of course, such configurations can be regarded
ass deformations of the single stack configuration. In the remainder of this section some
speciall configurations are reviewed, which are both of physical interest, and for which the
summationn yields a reasonably neat result.
SO(3)) x U(l) ISOMETRY
Perhapss the simplest configuration one can consider, is that of a large number of fivebranes,
smearedd over a transverse direction, either R or S1, with a uniform density. Essentially
thee harmonic function that solves the four-dimensional Laplace equation A/i(r 4 ) = 0 in
thee localized single stack configuration (4.13), is replaced here by a solution of the threedimensionall Laplace equation,
/i(f3)) = l + — ,
wheree v is the fivebrane density. Note that a function of the same form appears in the TaubNUTT metric. Indeed, the Taub-NUT metric and a fivebrane are related by T-duality, but in
aa rather more complicated way [11] than a naive application of the rules for T-duality [9]
wouldd indicate.
SO{3)SO{3) X Z ISOMETRY
Itt is also possible to get the field configuration for a stack of JV coincident fivebranes with
transversee space R3 x S1 by taking r» = r0 + ne 4 . The resulting harmonic function was
obtainedd long ago in connection with a periodic array of instantons in R 4 [105]. Essentially,
onee uses the standard expression from complex analysis

££

/(n) =

2^1 ff{z)

vcot

n=n= — oo

^

- £*&/(*)
*
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Inn this case ƒ (z) = (1 + z2)

1

has poles at z — -ti, and the summation yields
7777 =

11 + n

7T C O t h 7T.

2

Similarly, ,

cott (f )
222

. ^^ aaa ++ (8n
{0n -- W
i)z

2iriJc
2TT2 Jc

^a2

+ (02 -

7)'

(4.20) )

a2+ (£2-7)'

^ f ^^

Thee contour C is taken appropriately large and avoiding the poles at z — (771-10:) If}. The
residuess at z = (7 ia) //? are

2^^COtV^

^^

respectively.. Expanding the hyperbolic tangents in exponentials, the result is
sinh2^ ^
coshh 2p* - cos

^

Usingg this result, the harmonic function describing a stack of fivebranes on E 3 x S1 is
found.. Let the circumference of S1 be 2TTRQ, then the harmonic function for a stack of AT
fivebranesfivebranes is
^^ 3 ' ^

* 2R9r3 cosh (r3/R9)

wheree £ is a coordinate on 5 1 with periodicity

- cos (£/R9)'

^Z1'

2TTRQ.

SO{2)SO{2) X Zn ISOMETRY
Anotherr interesting configuration is that of n stacks of q fivebranes each, the stacks being
positionedd at
fjfj = (0,0, p* sin(27T77n), p* cos(27rj'/n))

j = 0 , . . . , n - 1.

(4.22)

Thiss configuration has been considered in [25]. The E 4 transverse to the fivebranes splits
intoo an R2 with polar coordinates (r-2,6) perpendicular to the 'ring' of fivebranes, and an
K22 with polar coordinates (p, 0), in which the ring of fivebrane is situated, .i.e.
rr = (r2 sin#,r2 cos#, p sin</>, p cos0).
79 9
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Thee configuration is invariant under S0(2) x Z n shifts (9, <f>) — (9 + ip, <f> + 2nik/n). The
harmonicc function that characterizes this configuration can be obtained in a way similar to
thee previous case [25],
hihi

^ — l

n a

^'
sinh(rax)
2p*psuih.2p*psuih. (x) cosh (nx) — cos [ncp)'

where e

'~2'~2 + „n<
2p*p 2p*p

V/2

2p*p 2p*p

Thiss configuration in its own right may not look particularly illuminating. However,
itt does play an important role as a deformation of the single stack configuration, which
exhibitss a various regimes at different scales. From afar, pi <C r 2 = T\ + p2 <C nqa', a
smalll deformation of the 'single stack' looks much like a single stack of N = nq fivebranes.
Nearr the ring, the behavior depends on the density of centers. In particular, in case n is very
large,, and nx is also large, so that one is not so close as to see the separate stacks, the
configurationn looks like a continuous ring of fivebranes. The coordinates on R 4 transverse
too all the fivebranes,
r=r= (r(i),r(2),r( 3 ),r(4))
== (v2 sin 9, f2 cos 9, p sin <fi, p cos (j>),
usedd above, are rewritten in more convenient coordinates,
r

(i)) =
r
(2)) =
r
(3)) =
T(4)) =

p*sinh# cosx COST,
p*smhg cosx sinr,
P*cos^-Q s m X cos^,
p*coshg sinx sini/>),

soo that the ring is located at g = 0 and x = n/2. In these coordinates, the field configuration
iss written as
ds 22 = Na' (dg2 + d*2 +

tan 22 x <H>2 + tanh 2 g dr 2

11 + tanh Q tan^ x
Na' Na'
BB = -2
— dr A <ty,
11 + tanh g tan \

e2e** _

p 2*o

2

^

(4.24)

o

coshh g cos x + smh g sin x

Thiss configuration as it stands has various features which are familiar from relatively simple
exactt conformal field theories (for a good discussion, see [5]).
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SOMEE A S P E C T S O F THE DEFORMED THROAT

FirstFirst of all, there is the limit Q
oo. There, the target space looks like a S3 with N = nq
unitss of B-field flux, i.e. the 5(7(2) WZW model, which is of course expected, since at
largee Q the configuration looks like a single stack. One can also consider the limit Q —+ 0,
i.e.. the space 'at the ring of fivebranes'. One part of the metric is
dsds22-- = Not' (dx 2 + tan 2 x di/>2).

(4.25)

Thiss is a disk, with a dilaton
e * - * ° = s e c x ,,

(4.26)

7r

whichh diverges at the boundary of the disk, x = /2, where the fivebranes are located.
Thiss is the geometry of a gauged WZW model, SU(2)/U(1), at least as N » 1 (see also
thee examples in section 4.2), which is presently the case. The level of the ££7(2) current
algebraa is N, and when this is large, the £7(1) gauge field may be eliminated by its classical
equationss of motion to give the resulting target space geometry. At one loop the elimination
off the gauge field generates the non-trivial dilaton. The coordinate r, appropriately rescaled,
correspondss to a (non-compact) £7(1), i.e. a free boson, but with a periodicity that has been
scaledd up from 2n to infinity, by the rescaling of r. This rescaling also eliminates the Bfield. field.
Thee coordinate Q interpolates between SU(2)/U(1) x £7(1) and SU(2). This is a familiarr situation [81, 82], The coordinate g can be seen almost as a deformation parameter,
aa = Q~X that deforms a SU(2) WZW model by an exactly marginal deformation

SS{a)SS{a) ~ a

fd2zJJ,

wheree J is a £7(1) current of the 5£7(2) WZW model. However, Q is also a dynamical field
itself,, so in that sense it is not just a parameter that can be tuned 'externally'.
Inn speaking of a gauged WZW model G/U(l), one should usually specify how the
£7(1)) acts in G. Either the vector action g ~ h~lgh or the axial action g ~ hgh might
bee gauged leading to generally different anomaly free models. However, the 5£7(2)/£7(l) v
andd SU(2)/U(l)a models are isomorphic. In terms of the geometry (4.25), the two are
interchangedd by changing x ^ f / 2 — X- This isomorphy can be seen in many different
ways.. For example, looking at the Landau-Ginzburg representation of the 5£7(2)/£7(l)
model,, W — $N, the mapping is effected by an orbifold by the group J ~ Z N generated
byy j , constructed out of the holomorphic £7(1) R-current, as discussed in section 3.3.1. This
orbifoldd changes the spectrum in a way that can be undone by the mirror automorphism.
Thiss means, that if the LG model with W = $ J V , where & is a chiral superfield, is the
SU(2)/U(1)SU(2)/U(1)VV model, then exchanging $ for a twisted chiral superfield Y, changes the
modell to the SU(2)/U(l)a one. Also, this change can be thought of in a more geometric
fashion,, in terms of T-duality which, for this model, is nothing but mirror symmetry. This is
discussedd in subsequent sections. However, do note that changing x «- TT/2 — x essentially
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invertss the radii of the circle fibers in the geometry (4.25), which is typical feature of Tduality.. Interestingly, there is another way to connect SU(2)/U(l)v
and
SU(2)/U(l)a.
Startingg from the undeformed SU(2) WZW model at Q = oo, or correspondingly a = 0,
thee vector-gauged model arises as the limiting deformation a — oo. The dual model,
SU(2)/U(l)SU(2)/U(l)aa
arises in the limit a — — oo. This is another way to look at the effect o
T-dualityy [83], which has no obvious interpretation in the fat throat geometry (4.24).
Anotherr relatively simple geometry is obtained from (4.24), not by fixing Q, but by
takingg \ fixed to a constant value. Similar to the exposition above, there are two special
valuess of x- At x = 0 the space looks like
ds 22 = Not' (dg2 + tanh 2 Q2 dr 2 + d ^ 2 ) ,
e *oo

(4-27)

COstl£ £

Again,, a change of coordinates has been done, so ip corresponds to a 'decompactified' £7(1).
Thiss limit kills the B-field. The geometry of the Q and r coordinates is, at large N, that of
thee gauged WZW model 5X(2; R)/U{l)a at level N. On the other hand, at \ = *!% t h e
geometryy looks like
ds 22 = Not' ( V + coth 2 Q2 dr 2 + d ^ 2 ) ,
$ 00
$$
"
sinhh Q '

(4.28)

withh a differently rescaled ip, that again coordinatizes a 'decompactified' 17(1). The rest
off the geometry is that of a SL(2; M.)/U(l)v model at level N. Again, both limiting cases
cann be seen as exactly marginal deformations of SL(2; R) [84]. The two geometries can
againn be seen as T-duals of one another, both being circle fibrations over a half line, but with
reciprocallyy related lengths of the circle fiber.
Inn this section, the term T-duality has been mentioned several times. It relates variouss parts of the 'fat throat' geometry. It turns out that actually singular geometries and
backgroundss with NS fivebranes are also related by T-duality, in quite a complicated way.
Essentially,, the complications are caused by the singularity. To honestly describe the Tdualityy completely clearly from first principles in a transparent way is quite difficult. In
mostt cases, more can be said in a scaling limit of the geometry, where string propagation is
relatedd to an exact conformal field theory6. The full 'unsealed' backgrounds may not have
aa (known) exact eft description. Still, also the scaling limits are of interest, as there is some
physicss localized in the region kept by the scaling process.
6

Thee string coupling may be large, in certain regimes, so it is not always justified to use the worldsheet conformall field theories as a means to compute string dynamics
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4.22

GENERALITIES OF T-DUALITY

Targett space configurations which look quite different from the point of view of 'classical'
geometry,, may be equivalent as string backgrounds. This is the case for string theory backgroundss that are related by T-duality. In that case, there is a pair of isomorphic worldsheet
conformall field theories, and the spectra and scattering matrices of perturbative string theoryy are hence isomorphic, too. Crucially, T-duality maps a weakly coupled string theory to
anotherr weakly coupled one, so that the conformal field theories relyably reflect the string
dynamics. .
Theree are various ways to think about T-duality. Usually one has a worldsheet conformal
fieldfield theory that has a target space interpretation and the target space has a U(l) isometry.
Thee archetypal case is that of bosonic string theory on a target space M = M' x S#, which
iss a product space, with a factor that is a circle of radius R. T duality relates this string
backgroundd to one in which the circle has a new radius R and the string coupling is changed
ass well, gs —* gs, where the relation is

(4.29) )
-

2

^

22

99ss = -jp9s
PATHH I N T E G R A L P I C T U R E O F T-DUALITY

Thee two conformal field theories are isomorphic because both arise as effective theories
off one single overaching theory, see, for example [53], This overarching theory may be
obtainedd from the action

off a scalar field <f>, with periodicity 2TT, and a one-form B, defined on a worldsheet S. If B
iss eliminated by its classical equations of motion,
BB = iR2 *d<j>,

(4.31)

thiss action reduces to
S,S,BB = -L f d2z y/hR2ha0da<f>d0<!>,

(4.32)

47TT 7 E

whichh is the action of a sigma model on a circle of radius R.
Onn the other hand, one may eliminate <p to obtain an effective action for B. The classical
equationn of motion for <p sets dB = 0. This means that B is a linear combination of an
exactt form and harmonic forms. It is convenient to write the harmonic piece of B in a
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specificc fashion. On a worldsheet of genus g, the vector space of harmonic forms in 2gdimensional.. One may choose 2g homology cycles 7* € Hi(E; Z) and 2g dual harmonic
formss ui* e Hl (E; Z), such that
ff u>j = 5{.

(4.33)

Theree is a natural inner product on H 1 (E; Z),
(<y,, u;J' > = ƒ J A a>J' = m i j .

(4.34)

Wheree (m I J ) is an matrix with only integers as its entries that has an inverse (rriij), with
onlyy integers as entries as well.
Noww a generic B satisfying the equation of motion of <f>> i.e. dB = 0, can be written as

BB = d0o + J2aiiüi-

(4 35

" )

i=i i

Considerr the term
11

f

BAd<t> BAd<t>
inn the action. Recall that 0 is a periodic field with periodicity 2-K. In other words, 0 need
nott be a single valued function. Or more to the point, d0 integrated over any cycle need not
bee zero, but can be any integral multiple of 2ir. That is to say, one can write
2n n

d(f>d(f> = d^o + 5 3

27rn a;i

» '

( 4 - 36 )

1=1 1

wheree 4>o is a single valued function and the rii are integers. Now, 'integrating out' 4> does
nott only mean solving for the equation of motion coming from the variation of <f> 0, which
sayss dB = 0. One also needs to sum over the lattice of ni's. The above term in the action
noww reads
—— f B A d(j> = 2ir V aimijnj.
(4.37)
2irJ2irJEE
^
Thee summation over the lattice of n^'s in the partition function

fixess the a* to be multiples of 2-K. That is to say, one can write B — dO, where 9 is not single
valued,, but has periodicity 27r, just as <f> had. The effective action obtained from (4.30), after
integratingg out <j>, thus becomes
S

^ ^ h ii ^Z

^1?
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whichh is the sigma model action with target space a circle of radius l/R.
Conceptually,, the procedure above amounts to the following. An 'overarching' action is
obtainedd by introducing a gauge field, so that this global symmetry is made into a local one.
Thiss gauge field is non-dynamical. In addition, an extra term is introduced in the action,
whichh forces the gauge field strength to zero. Integrating out the gauge field, B in the
examplee above, gives one effective theory, whereas integrating out the Lagrange multiplier,
00 in the example above, leads to the T-dual theory. If one also takes into account one-loop
effectss in 'integrating out' the field field from the path integral, there is also a shift in the dilaton,
ass in (4.29).
Thiss can be generalized to a target space that is a circle bundle [9], provided that translationss along the circle fiber are isometries of the total space. Two additional features occur in
thiss more general setting. First, if the size of the circle fiber varies over the base, then in the
T-duall model, the dilaton will vary. In particular, if the original fiber is small somewhere,
thenn in the dual model, there will be a region where the string coupling is large. Second, if
thee circle bundle is not a product manifold, there will be a Z?-field in the dual target space.
Explicitly,, after T-duality along a fiber with coordinate 8 the metric, B-field and dilaton are
mappedd (gab,bab,$) — (gab, bab,&) according to the Buscher rules [9]:
99a99b99a99b — beabob
,
999 999
90a99b90a99b — beab$b
9ab9ab = 9ab
,
999999

-ii

9ab9ab = 9ab

ii

,

OabOab = Oab

9eab$b - b$ageb
999999

,

9ee =
99a =

r

V9a =

9&e >
boa
,

99a

goa
999

(4.39)

,

êê = $ - l o g soa.
Inn the derivation of [9] effects of up to one loop are taken into account. The one-loop
effectt generates the shift of the dilaton, while the change of gab and bab is determined by
solvingg classical equations of motion. This evaluation is justified, corrections of O ((a')2)
aree relatively small, provided that the circle fiber does not degenerate anywhere. It is a
requirementt in the derivation, that translation along the circle fiber, is an isometry. Note
thatt it is a consequence of (4.39) that the T-dual geometry also has an isometry that the
duall background also has an isometry. If the target space has an isometry, then the sigma
modell has a corresponding conserved current. T-duality acts on this current in a way that is
familiarr from the JR <- a' /R case.
Theree is a related, but somewhat different perspective to regard the R <- a'/R duality.
Thee scalar field <j> that solves the equation of motion of (4.32), describing string propagation
onn a circle, can be split into a left moving and a right moving part. T-duality is effected by
changingg the sign of the right-moving part. This sign flip has an effect on the zero modes
off <j>'. it exchanges momentum modes and winding modes. This effect is also seen from the
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equationn of motion (4.31), which says
-d0-d0 = iR * &<j),
(4.40)
RR
wheree in the sigma model on a circle, with action (4.32), R d0 is the conserved current
whichh measures the momentum along the circle and iR * d(f> measures the winding on
thee circle. Both these currents are conserved thanks to the fact that one the one hand,
translationss along the circle are isometries and on the other, field configurations winding
alongg the circle are topologically stable.
InIn a general circle bundle S1 — SA —* B, there may be no conserved winding, if
7Tii (M) = {id}. One can expect that in the T-dual space, there is non-conservation of the
correspondingg momentum. In other words, the isometry of (4.39) might not be present, even
thoughh there is an isometry in the original, undualized, model. From the perspective of the
perturbativee derivation of T-duality, which leads to the Buscher rules (4.39) this is not very
clearr at all. This point is discussed in section 4.3.
T-DUALITYY FOR SUPERFIELDS

Soo far, T-duality has been discussed from the point of view of bosonic sigma models.
Thee models relevant for supersymmetric string backgrounds have extended superconformall symmetry. There is an aesthetic way to formulate T-duality in terms on M = (2,2)
superfieldss [10]. Essentially, it is a direct analogue of the bosonic path integral procedure
discussedd above. The supersymmetric version is illustrated in the following example.
Considerr the Lagrangian

L=\JdL=\Jd4400

[^B2 - (y + F) B ) .

(4.41)

Heree B is a general real superfield, B = B, and 0 is a twisted chiral superfield, D+Y =
00 = D-Y, with a periodic imaginary part y ~ y + 2ni, so it parametrizes a cylinder. Now
onee can obtain a effective Lagrangian by integrating out either B or Y and Y. The equations
off motion coming from Y and Y read
~D~D++D-BD-B = 0 = D+D.B.

(4.42)

Thiss says that B is the sum of a chiral superfield $ and an antichiral superfield, and since
BB is real, one can write
BB = $ + $ .
(4.43)
Thee periodicity of $ is fixed by the periodicity of Y, which in terms of component fields
cann be seen exactly analogously to the bosonic case treated earlier. The periodicity is <f> ~
4>4> + 2iri. Substituting the above expression for B in the Lagrangian yields
LLlY>ylY>y

= ^

ƒ d40 ( S + $ ) 2 = ~
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Thiss is the supersymmetric sigma model on a cylinder with radius R. Shifts of <f> are isometries.. Alternatively, one could integrate out B. Its equation of motion reads
S =

^

+

( yy

y )

(4.45) )

'

soo that the effective Lagrangian becomes

^^

= ^/d^(r

+

F) 2 = ^ / d W F .

(4.46) )

Thiss is the sigma model of a cylinder with radius 1/R.
Thuss the T-duality procedure eliminates a chiral superfield and introduces a twisted
chirall one, or vice versa. Note that role of chiral and twisted chiral fields can be exchanged
byy the mirror automorphism of theftf= (2,2) super algebra (3.1). Recall from section 3.1
thatt a sigma model with Lagrangian

LL = ƒd 4 ^(^,^;y a ) y a ),
thatt depends on both chiral and twisted chiral fields, is a sigma model on a target space [48]
withh metric
00
<t>i<f>j <t>i<f>j
00
00
00
<Pi<Pj <Pi<Pj
(4.47) )
(<V)) =
00
00
00
~Ky~Kyaayyb b
/
00
00

°°

(° (°

\

andd £?-field

f°0 f°
0

(B^)(B^) =0 0

00
00

00

KK

4iVb4iVb

\

00
Vb<PVb<P
00
00
oo
KK -7

xx

(4.48) )

\\ -Kfcybb o
/
wheree a subscript denotes differentiation with respect to the corresponding variable. So a
B-fieldd is present if mixed derivatives of the Lagrangian with respect to both a chiral and a
twistedd chiral field do not vanish. Consequently, one cannot getridof a S-field by acting
withh a mirror automorphism. On the other hand, a sigma model based on both chirals and
twistedd chirals need not have a B-field. In particular, if

L=L= J d^K^i

+ Si-Ya + Ya),

K=KK=K11(^(^ll+^+^ii))

(4.49) )

+ K2(Ya + Ya).

accordingg to (4.48) there is no B-field. Moreover, such a Lagrangian describes a model
whichh is the tensor product of a model defined by K\ and one defined by K2, and one can
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appropriatelyy map all twisted chiral fields of K2 to chirals, using the mirror automorphism
withinn the model defined by if 2 alone.
Sigmaa models of the sort discussed above are used as part of a worldsheet conformal
fieldfield theory. Therefore, they should have conformal symmetry; this means that the beta
functionss of the sigma model should vanish. In many cases, the conformal symmetry is
keptt thanks to a non-trivial dilaton, which couples to the worldsheet curvature tensor, and
wass not really discussed. In any case, the beta functions, determined to first order in a'
read7 7
/ f c ^^ = * W - \n/°H„pa

+ 2V M V„* + O (a') = 0,

/fcM„„ = V „ # V - 2 (V P S) # V + O (a') = 0,
wheree Hx^u — dxB^v + d^B^x + d^Bx^. And the central charge is determined by the beta
functionn of the dilaton,
c=^(Dc=^(D

+ a' 4 ( V $ ) 2 - 4V 2 $ + j-H2

-1l\+ö

((a')2) ,

(4.51)

wheree \D is the number of chiral and twisted chiral superfields appearing in K, or, in other
words,, D is the (real) dimension of the target space.
E X A M P L E SS O F D U A L S I G M A M O D E L S

Firstt consider sigma models based on a single chiral superfield, see, for example [48],
KK = K{VU).
Thesee have no S-field. In addition to the case K = ty^i with a constant dilaton and central
chargee c = c/3 = 1, the following cases occur. In the absence of a B-field, &G^ = 0 is
solvedd by a dilaton
$$ = i logdet K** + C (* + W),

(4.52)

wheree C can be any real constant. First consider the case C = 0. The Kahler potential can
thenn be formally expressed as
BB * *

/

dx dx
—— \og{A + x),

(4.53)

11

whichh defines a good metric,
ds 22 = Kq^dip&ip.
7

Theree is some variation in the literature, depending on various conventions, see for example [85] and [86].
Ourr expression follows [48] and references therein.
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Thee dilaton profile is
$ == - - l o g ( A + £ * * ) .
Thee different possibilities are in correspondence with different choices of signs of A and B
[48];; they are the following.
First,, if A > 0 and B < 0, the metric is written as
d*22 =

1

_,

,adW.

(4.54)

Thiss is the metric of the coset SU(2)/U(l).
After a coordinate transformation the above
metricc on the disk, and the dilaton are written as
dsds22=k(d$=k(d$22+t(m+t(m22ed<ped<p22) )
<PP = log cos 9.
Thee metric is invariant under phase rotations of W. One can perform a corresponding
T-duality,, following the procedure of [10]. Phase rotations of \[> are gauged, introducing
aa real superfield B and replacing tyty — ^^eB.
One can gauge fix V>
l = 1 = ^f. An
overarchingg Lagrangian can be written as
eeB B
II

// - ^^ log (1 - a) + B (Y + F ) ,

(4.56)

wheree y is a twisted chiral superfield. On the one hand, by the equations of motion of Y
andd Y, B is forced to be pure gauge, i.e. B = 9 + 0 , where 9 is a chiral superfield. Writing
\I>> = e e , this gives a Kahler potential
l*l2 2

K\Y?=K\Y?= J ^ l o g ( l - a ) .
Onn the other hand, one can use the equation of motion of B instead, which reads
eeBB =

XX-1,

wheree X is a twisted chiral superfield, X = e~Y. Plugging this into ÜT0verarching, one obtains
1-|X|2 2

K\K\BB==

J

^log(l-a)-log(|X|2)log(l-|X|2).

Essentiallyy the Kahler potential for SU(2)/U(1)

UU22(z)(z) = I
89 9
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Onee of the major functional relations of the dilogarithm is
7T2 2

UU22(z)(z) + Li 2 (l -z)

= — - log(z) log(l - z),

00

see,, for example, [87]. Using this relation, the T-dual Kahler potential reads

KKlBlB=+=+ J — log(l-a)
Thiss just differs a minus sign from K (|*| 2 ), and, since X is twisted chiral, this minus sign
ensuress that the kinetic term for X is positive, just like that of ^ in the original model. So
thiss model is self-dual, the metric being written as
kk di[)dtp

k dxdx

Heree k indicates a scale of the metric. In fact, as T-duality inverts the radius of the dualizedd circle, it maps i>2 <-> 1 - x2. The dilaton profile is $ = — log (l — |-0| 2 ). Writing
tptp = sin xe i e , this geometry is expressed as the one appearing in (4.25) in section 4.1,
ds 22 = k (d X 2 + tan 2 xd<?2) }
e *-$oo

_ _ log cos x-

Thiss is the metric the coset model
SU(2)k-2/U(l).
Ass a chiral superfield is exchanged for a twisted chiral, the right-moving U(1)R charges
changee sign. In a coset SU(2)/U(1), the change in charge assignment can be done by
changingg from a vector gauging to gauging of the axial action of U(l). The same change
off charge assignments can be accomplished by changing doing a Z k orbifold, by the group
generatedd by j = e2niJ°.
AA second possible two dimensional model is obtained by taking A < 0 and B > 0. The
metricc can be written as
d 22

* =rr^-rd^d^
mm22

<4-58)

-1

Thiss is the metric of SL(2\R)/U(1)V.
To be precise, if SX(2;R) is generated by aït ia2
andd cr3, where 0-1,2,3 are the ordinary Pauli matrices, then the £7(1) which is gauged, is
generatedd by icr2. By a coordinate transformation this is written in the form of section 4.1,
ds 22 =k (dr 2 + coth 2 r d r 2 ) ,
xx
'
(4.59)
$$ = — log sinh p.
Thee central charge of this model is c = c/3 = 1 + jr. This is the central charge of
SL(2;SL(2; R)/U(l) at level k + 2.
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Thiss metric also has an isometry corresponding to phase rotations of \P. It is not selfdual,, though. Instead, in a fashion analogous to the previous case, see, e.g. [48], T-duality
mapss it to the metric
d 22

< 4 - 60 >

* = WTi^^

Thiss metric corresponds to the choice A > 0 and B > 0. It is the metric of the axially
gaugedd SL(2; R)/U{1), also written as
2
2
2
dsds22 =k
vv (dr + tanh r d r} ) ,
$$ = log cosh p.

(4.61)

Next,, if A = 0 and B > 0, the resulting metric can be written as
ds 22 = ^=dipdij).
Withh a change of coordinates z = log ip, this is written as the standard flat metric on C, with
aa linear dilaton
ds 22 =kdzd~z,
$$ =z + z.
Finallyy one can take a dilaton profile as in (4.52) with C ^ 0, in particular,

Thee metric then can be written as
ds 22 =

A; ;
-dzdz.
zz + z

(4.63)

Thiss is the T-dual of the previous case [48]. These two cases can also be obtained as an
exactlyy marginal deformation of SL(2; R) [84]
s{a)s{a) =

4^Jd2z \dxBx

+

Y=~^dl+Bl~'

wheree the duals lie at opposite extreme limits of the deformation parameter a —>
trumpett and cigar geometries,

-47r7f f 7dd

. The

22

zdpdzdpdPP + f(p)deBe,

withh f(p) = coth 2 p and tanh 2 p are also related as extreme limits of an exactly marginal
deformationn of SL(2; R), however, they are deformed by a J2J2 deformation.
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Alll these two-dimensional examples have no fluxes. An important example of duality
inn a four dimensional background is [16]

SU(2)xU(l)^^-xU(l)xU(l). SU(2)xU(l)^^-xU(l)xU(l).
Thee left hand side has flux. Its 'Kahler potential' has the following form:

-^-^ log (1 + a) + log * log *

(4.64)

wheree ^ is a chiral and Y a twisted chiral superfield. The metric that follows from this
potentiall is

,, 2^ IdVf+ |dy[2

IVff + M2 '

whichh exhibits the SU{2) rotation symmetry and the scaling symmetry. The potential above
cann be obtained from an overarching potential
eeB B

tfovcnochmgtfovcnochmg = - ƒ ^

log (1 + a) + log ( * ¥ ) +c(B

+ log ( $ $ ) ) ( 0 + ë ) ,

dependentt on chiral superfields <I> and 6, and a real superfield B. If the equations of motion
off G, G are used, Ksu(2)xu(i) ls recovered. On the other hand, using the equation of
motionn of B gives a dual model, with a potential dependent of a pair of chiral superfields,
andd so there is no flux. After some manipulation, see [16], the target space of this dual
modell turns out to be the product of SU(2)/U(l) and a torus.
Onee particular reason why this example is important, is that the SU(2) WZW model
featuress in the description of the throat geometry of fivebranes. In fact, the complete throat
geometryy is described also by 5Ï7(2) x 17(1), but the U(l) has a background charge so that
thee central charge of the throat background is c = 2, for any number of fivebranes (recall that
thee number of fivebranes corresponds to the level of the SU(2) current algebra and to the
valuee of the background charge). The above duality suggests, that a throat background might
bee related to a purely geometric one, that is to say, one without fluxes. And actually, the
duall backgrounds correspond to exact conformal field theories. More about such dualities
iss discussed in section 4.3.
Finally,, T-duals of Kazama-Suzuki models can be constructed [28]. This is accomplishedd by writing a Kazama-Suzuki model as a gauged WZW model
GG

(ffxl7(l)V V
soo that there is a £7(1) symmetry, essentially the axial action of U(l) on G. Using this
symmetryy an overarching Lagrangian can be constructed which reduces to either that of
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thee original Kazama-Suzuki model or its dual, depending on which field is integrated out.
Unlikee in the two dimensional cases, the general procedure is dot done in an off-shell formulation,, but in component fields.
Beforee treating the general case as it was studied in [28], let us consider the example of
SU(2)/U{1).SU(2)/U{1). This model is self-dual. T-duality essentially exchanges the chiral superfield
forr a twisted chiral one, as discussed earlier. This exchange basically amounts to inverting
thee sign of, say, the left-moving U(1)R charge. Next to exchanging the chiral field for a
twistedd chiral field, there is another way to flip the sign of this U(l) charge of all states of
thee SU(2)/U(1) model. It is also accomplished by taking an orbifold with respect to the
Zfc+22 symmetry generated by j — e2niJ°, where Jo is the holomorphic U(l) current of the
A/"" = (2,2) superconformal algebra. Now, T-duality relates
SU(2)SU(2)kk
U(l)U(l)vv

SU(2)k
£ / ( l ) 0 x Zfc+2 "

Now,, in a general gauged WZW model of Kazama-Suzuki type, one can 'gauge' the
residuall U(l)a symmetry, add a Lagrange multiplier term to the action which forces the
gaugee connection to be flat, and integrate out the gauge field, following the same philosophy
ass discussed in the earlier examples. The result is [28] that
GGkk
HH x U(l)v

T

Gk
H x U{\)a x Zfc+flv

(4.66) )

Thatt is to say, under T-duality vector and axial gauging of the U(l) are exchanged. Furthermore,, an orbifold is done with respect to the Z k+gv subgroup of the U(l)v symmetry, that is
aa global symmetry of the axially gauged model (g v is the dual Coxeter number of G). While
inn the SU(2) case, on could be somewhat sloppy with the indication of the extra orbifold,
becausee the orbifolded and unorbifolded theories are related by a sign flip (more accurately,
byy action of the mirror automorphism), in a general Kazama-Suzuki model, the orbifold
actss in a more complicated way. In other words, in the two dimensional models, T-duality
actss as mirror symmetry: it acts quite non-trivially on the target space geometry, but almost
triviallyy on the eft spectrum. In general Kazama-Suzuki models, it is an isomorphism which
actss on the states and interactions in a more complicated fashion.

4 . 33

T-DUALITY AND FIVEBRANES

Thee Buscher rules (4.39) of the preceding section are applicable when the circle fiber along
whichh the duality is done, is large with respect to the string length. When the fiber is not
large,, two problems occur. First, one must take into account corrections of higher order in
thee sigma model coupling; usually there are corrections which are non-perturbative in a '.
Second,, according to the Buscher rules, when a fiber degenerates in the dual sigma model,
thee string coupling becomes large, so that the utility of a worldsheet eft for the description
off string dynamics is questionable.
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Roughlyy speaking, the Buscher rules exchange B-field and 'non-product' structure of
thee target geometry, or in other words, the degree to which a circle bundle is non-trivial.
Inn particular, starting with a target space that has no B-field, one expects to end up with
aa dual target space in which the dual circle is 'untwisted'. Furthermore, following the
Buscherr rules, one would expect that either space of a pair of T-dual target spaces has a
circlee isometry. But this is not always the case.
InIn the language of R <-> l/R duality, momentum modes are mapped to winding modes
andd vice versa, when a T-duality transformation is done. In the case of R <- l/R duality,
momentumm along the circle is conserved because translations are isometries, and winding is
conservedd as well, because of the topology of a circle. However, a more general target space
mayy well have a £7(1) isometry while at the same time there is no good notion of a 'winding
number'' along the integral curves of the isometry, due to the topology of the total space.
Thiss is a normal situation when the circle fiber degenerates somewhere, so that 'strings'
windingg along the fiber can be continuously contracted to a point. When this happens,
'winding'' strings can become light, as they move to a region where the fiber is small. Such
additionall light modes, should also be taken into account in the low energy dynamics, which
iss not done in the derivation of the Buscher rules. So if winding is not conserved in a space
thatt nonetheless does have a U(l) isometry, one expects that the T-dual space does not have
thee isometry predicted by a formal application of the Buscher rules.
T H EE DUAL O F T A U B - N U T

AA well known instance in which the Buscher rules do not yield the correct dual geometry, is
inn the case of a Taub-NUT space. The rules applied to the Taub-NUT metric, see also (4.4),
ds 22 = /i(r)- 1 {dO+Üj- dr)2 + h(r)dr*,
uf\uf\

l

l

(4

"67)

wheree the 0-circle (6 ~ 9 + 27r) is dualized, yield a metric
ds*ds* = h{r) (dB2 + df 2 )

(4.68)

andd a B-field, too. The harmonic function appearing in the metric and B-field is a threedimensionall one. The geometry is just the 'transverse' geometry of a fivebrane, smeared
alongg the dual circle, parametrized by 9, of radius R.
However,, the fundamental group of a Taub-NUT space is trivial, so there is no good
notionn of a winding number. Indeed, the proper T-dual geometry is not (4.68), but that of a
fivebranefivebrane which is localized at a point on R3 x 5 1 [11]. The Buscher rules do not suffice,
butt get corrections which are non-perturbative in a'. These worldsheet instantons break the
symmetryy of translations along 9, and the harmonic function is changed to the form,
1
1
11
22
++
'R'R ~~ 2r~*2r~*
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ass in (4.21).
Thiss harmonic function can be expanded as a sum of Fourier modes with different momentaa in the $ direction [14],
oo o

h(rh(r33,0)=,0)=

Yl

Cn(r3)eine.

n=n= — oo

Thee zero mode CQ is the harmonic function for the smeared fivebrane. The rest of the
coefficientss c n can be viewed as arising from condensates of strings with various non-zero
momentaa along the 0-circle. In the dual geometry, there are corresponding condensates of
windingg modes, which, indeed become light as the circle fiber shrinks. Alternatively, the
breakingg of translation symmetry can be viewed via the standard duality recipe of gauging a
symmetryy and integrating out the auxiliary gauge field. This is perhaps more closely related
too the viewpoint of [11].
Thee procedure followed in [11] to determine the quantum-corrected dual of a TaubNUTT space uses a philosophy which is very powerful in two dimensional T-duality, and
moree generally, in mirror symmetry in higher dimensions, viewed as several T-dualities,
completelyy dualizing the fiber of a toric variety [53]. But it also works for a single Tduality,, along one circle, of Taub-NUT, as well as the asymptotically locally flat singular
spacess that are obtained from putting multiple Taub-NUT centers on top of one another.
Thee main idea is to perform the duality transformation, a la [10], not in the (conformally
invariant)) non-linear sigma model, where the field configurations are complicated, but insteadd to find a simpler non-conformal field theory which flows to the desired conformal
non-linearr sigma model in the infrared limit of renormalization group flow. Essentially the
simplificationn is obtained by introducing U{\) gauge fields in the field theory, i.e. it is the
samee philosophy that uses gauged linear sigma models to describe non-linear sigma models
att low energy, where the dynamics of the gauge field in 'frozen'.
Thee particular models used in [11] are Af = (4,4) supersymmetric two dimensional
theories,, as they should be, describing superstring compactifications to six dimensions. It
wass shown that a pair of models is related by a duality transformation similar to the M =
(2,2)) one of [10]. Actually the classical vacuum manifolds of these models are Taub-NUT
forr one and the smeared brane geometry for the dual. But by taking into account instanton
corrections,, which the gauge theory for the smeared brane geometry has, Tong [11] has
providedd evidence [11] that the quantum corrected vacuum manifold is that of a localized
fivebrane. .
T-DUALITYY VIA NON-CONFORMAL MODELS

Itt is a very powerful philosophy to do a T-duality via the following steps, which was developedd in [53], First, find a non-conformal field theory which has a C/(l) symmetry that is
realizedd in a simple fashion, the £7(1) being the 'T-duality circle'. This theory should at low
energiess behave like the conformal field theory that one wishes to dualize. Typically, the
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ultraviolett theory is a gauged linear sigma model and at low energies the gauge dynamics is
frozenn out, so that the effective theory is a non-linear sigma model 8 . This low-energy nonlinearr sigma model has a circle symmetry, descending from a symmetry in the ultraviolet
theory. .
Next,, one can perform a duality transformation, integrating out the appropriate auxiliary
fields,fields, in the ultraviolet theory. Integrating out the fields is slightly more subtle than in
thee cases discussed earlier, since the ultraviolet theory has gauge symmetries, which affect
thee transformations, both on the classical level, and by quantum corrections. However,
thesee effects are under control. The quantum corrections come from vortex configurations,
whichh are typical for £7(1) gauge fields in two dimensions. The modifications to the duality
transformationss are briefly discussed below.
Thee vortex corrections can break the circle symmetry that one might expect from looking
onlyy at the classical dualization procedure. Now the task is to find a description of the dual
ultraviolett theory. This dual theory need not be a simple linear sigma model, as the quantum
correctionss typically give rise to (twisted) F-terms in the theory.
Finally,, having obtained a dual ultraviolet theory, one should identify its low-energy
limit.. Not only may this model lack the circle isometry of the original low-energy model
beforee the duality, but it may have no (direct) geometric interpretation whatsoever. In particular,, an ultraviolet theory with a (twisted) superpotential characterizes a low-energy LandauGinzburgg theory. That is to say, the D-terms may get renormalized in a very complicated
andd incomputable way, precluding a direct geometrical interpretation, as a sigma model.
Thee twisted superpotential, which is better behaved under renormalization group flow, may
stilll to a large extent characterize the low-energy theory as a Landau-Ginzburg model.
Theree are considerable classes of models for which this approach to T-duality can be
carriedd out successfully. In the first place, T-duals of interesting two dimensional backgroundss can be constructed. In particular, there is the derivation of the duality of the 'cigar'
Euclideann black hole, SL(2; R)/£/(l) 0 and TV = 2 Liouville theory [26]. The existence of
thiss duality plays a significant role in the next section. The ultraviolet model that features
inn the derivation of [26] is actually not quite an ordinary gauged linear sigma model. In
thee model the gauge symmetry not only acts on phases of chiral fields, corresponding to
D-termss of the form
£Phase== / d 4 0 $ e 2 « v $ ,

(4.71)

butt it also acts as shifts on another chiral field, corresponding to a D-term of the form
linearr ƒ d ^ t f

+ tf + V - ) 2 .

(4.72)

Thee two different ways that a gauge symmetry can act, (4.71) and (4.72) result in somewhat
differentt dualization properties, which will be briefly discussed momentarily.
88
The low energy theory actually need not be scale invariant, it is possible to carry through the same approach
forr a non-linear sigma model on a positively curved target space.
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Secondly,, duals of geometries of more than two dimensions can be constructed. The
primee example of this, is the Taub-NUT gauge theory of [11], which actually also containss a field which has a gauge symmetry acting as shifts, i.e. like in (4.72). As it stands,
thiss model, and its cousins describing A &-type asymptotically locally flat spaces, are quite
exceptional.. Much more often, mirror models have been constructed [53] of higher dimensionall target spaces, but not strictly speaking T-duals. In a toric variety mirror symmetry
cann be seen as the composition of several T-dualities, such that every one-cycle of the toric
fibersfibers is dualized [52]. Toric varieties are naturally described in terms of gauged linear
sigmaa models, and the ultraviolet theory corresponding to the mirror is obtained by dualizingg the phase of every chiral superfield appearing in the linear sigma model. Note that
aa toric variety ( C m + n \ 5 ) / ( C * ) m is described by a linear sigma model with m + n chiral
superfieldss charged under U(l)m. A T-duality along a single S1 in the toric variety would
correspondd to dualizing m + 1 combinations of phases of chiral superfields in the linear
sigmaa model.
DUALITYY W I T H G A U G E SYMMETRY

Lett us now explicitly recall how the duality transformations act in a model with gauge
symmetries,, as introduced in [53]. The quantum corrections in the ultraviolet model, due to
thee gauge fields, correspond to corrections to Buscher's rules, breaking isometry in the dual
model,, at low energies, where no gauge symmetry is visible. Consider, as an example, the
followingg part of a D-term of a simple gauged linear sigma model with a chiral superfield
off C/(l) charge q,
L*=L*=

I&4d$e2qV$.

(4.73)

Theree is another part of the D-term, that gives the dynamics of the gauge field V, which
reads s
L g a u g e = ^ | S 1 / | 2 ,,
(4.74)
wheree E = —2D+D-V. As e —> oo, the gauge field becomes non-dynamical and this
termm can be forgotten, which is the case in the low energy non-linear sigma model limit,
discussedd in section 3.3.2.
Thee term (4.73) can be obtained from an overarching Lagrangian
ff d46 (e2«v+B

+ Y)\

(4.75)

byy integrating out the twisted chiral superfield Y and its conjugate. On the other hand,
solvingg the classical equation of motion of the 'auxiliary gauge field' B, gives a dual Lagrangian,, at least classically, that reads
Z cll = ƒ d 4 0 (qv(Y

+

+ Y) log (Y + Y)Y
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Now,, the first term can be written as a twisted F-term, since Y is a twisted chiral field,
DD++YY = D-Y = 0,
fdfd44OVYOVY

= i

I'd20ZvY.

Suchh a term looks like a Fayet-Iliopoulos/theta-angle term, with the difference that the 'FIbut a dynamical field Y.
parameter'' here is not a fixed number, t=r-id,
Inn all, at the level of classical equations of motion, the linear sigma model Lagrangian
LL = JdA0

(\$>\2e2«v - ^\^v\2)

+ \ (d26 - tZ + c.c.)

(4.77)

iss dual to

| d 4 ö ( - i ( yy + F)iog(y + + y ) - ^ | ^ | 2 )
(4.78) )

+ii+

[d2ëXv[qY-t}+c.c.

Notee the röle of the twisted chiral Y, or more accurately, the real part of the expectation
valuee of its scalar component y, as a shift of the effective Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter in the
duall model,
refff = r0nginai - Re (y).
(4.79)
However,, solving the classical equation of motion of B does not suffice to determine
thee effective action. There are configurations in which the phase of 0 has winding, compensatedd by a vortex configuration of the gauge field B. These configurations contribute to the
effectivee Lagrangian of the dual theory, and modify the twisted F-term [53],
\\ ƒ d 2 0~£ v [qY - t] v ^ e s i ƒ d 2 0 ( S V [qY - t] + pe-Y)

.

(4.80)

Thiss is a generic feature that appears when a chiral superfield is dualized, of which the
phasee is gauged. On the other hand, if a field is dualized which has a shift gauged, like
inn (4.72), there are no vortex configurations, and no e ~Y term is generated in the twisted
superpotential. .
Noww that a dual ultraviolet Lagrangian has been written down, consider the interpretationn of the dual model it describes. Actually, the model with a single charged chiral
superfieldd may be a bit too restricted. The target space of its non-linear sigma model limit
iss given by
O = t / = | 0 p - , l o g ( ^^
moduloo gauge equivalence 4> ~ eld4>, which leaves a point for a target space. So perhaps it
iss better to expand the model a little, and have two charged chiral superfields and a single
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[7(1)) gauge group. Take the Lagrangian

L-/d*[( (

$1

| 2 + | < , 2 | 2 ) e 2 VV _ _1_
^ __

uu

|E,2

2? 2? + +

dd2288 - r S +C.C.

(4.81) )

Thee scalar potential, as e —> oo, reads
£7=|<M 22 + l 0 2 | 2 - 4 1 o g

wv wv

(4.82) )

soo at low energy scales it behaves as a non-linear sigma model on a large P x .
Iff the phases of both chiral superfields are dualized, using two auxiliary gauge fields,
thee resulting Lagrangian can be written as

(4.83) )
++ i fd2è

[S (4Yi + 4V2 -t)

+ e~Yl + e~Y*] + c.c.

Thee low energy theory is then obtained by taking e —* oo and integrating out S, which
enforcess the constraint
44
Thee resulting model is defined in terms of a single twisted chiral superfield with a twisted
superpotential,, i.e. it is a Landau-Ginzburg model.
Thiss is the viewpoint of [53]. Dualizing the phases of all chiral superfields amounts to
goingg to the mirror description. In the present example, the sigma model on P l is not scale
invariantt and correspondingly, the Landau-Ginzburg superpotential is not weighted homogeneous.. This viewpoint of mirror symmetry is very interesting and it can be applied to tone
varietiess with c\ > 0, leading to Landau-Ginzburg (-orbifold) models with superpotentials
thatt are weighted homogeneous (ci = 0 ) or not {c\ > 0).
Forr a two dimensional space, like P 1 , T-duality is mirror symmetry. As remarked earlier,
thee mirror transformation entails dualizing all chiral superfields. To do a genuine T-duality
alongg a single one-cycle, one should dualize m + 1 chirals, if the gauge group of the ultraviolett model is [7(l) m . In general this not only introduces m + 1 twisted chiral fields,
itt also leaves some charged chiral fields. Such a field content, of both chirals and twisted
chirals,, in a sigma model may give rise to flux, like in [48]. However, typically a model that
arisess from such a duality transformation will also have (twisted) F-terms, so that finding
aa geometrical interpretation is more complicated than would be for a sigma model. Also,
dependingg on which combinations of phases or shifts are dualized, it may be impossible
too perform the duality transformation in a N = 2 superfield formalism, i.e. the constraint
equationss coming from integrating out some auxiliary superfields may have no solution in
termss of elementary functions.
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O T H E RR GEOMETRIES AND FIVEBRANES

Too recapitulate, applying the classical T-duality rules to a Taub-NUT geometry, gives a
geometryy R 3 x S 1 in which a fivebrane is smeared along the circle. Taking into account
quantumm effects, the fivebrane turns out to be localized at a point in R 3 x S1. An analogous
statementt is true for a stack of N coincident fivebranes. This dualizes to an asymptotically
locallyy flat space with an A^-i singularity.
Itt is natural to ask how this correspondence of T-dual backgrounds extends to other
geometries,, also higher dimensional geometries which are part of string compactifications
thatt preserve less supersymmetry than Taub-NUT, such as Calabi-Yau three- and four-folds.
Inn particular, it would be interesting to understand how the dual looks, presuming that a
geometricc interpretation exists. It is difficult to do an honest and exact quantum duality, for
aa variety of reasons, some of which are the following.
First,, it is probably almost hopeless to consider duality of a compact geometry. However,, one might consider non-compact spaces which generalize the Taub-NUT geometry.
Thesee might be smooth or have a singularity, depending on the particular situation, though
mostt cases will be singular. In particular, there are very interesting generalizations of the
Taub-NUTT geometry to higher dimensions [88]. The geometry of these spaces looks like
dsds22 = ^ 2 ( r ) d r 2 + (7 2 (r)ds| + B2(r) (d0 + A)2 ,

(4.84)

wheree d s | is a metric on a compact homogeneous Kahler manifold, like for example the
Hermiteann symmetric spaces of chapter 2. Furthermore, A is a section of the cotangent bundlee of Z, and is related to the Kahler form, Q — dA, locally. The coordinate 6 parametrizes
aa circle and r is a 'radial' coordinate. The functions A, B, C depend on the radial coordinatee only, and have been determined in [88]. Furthermore, these functions depend only on
thee dimension of Z, and on one positive parameter q, which essentially describes the size
off the circle fiber at infinity. As r — oo, A and B tend to constant values, where B ~ q
setss the size of the fiber, and C(r) — r. So the asymptotically the space looks locally
likee the product of a circle, times a 'cone' over the Kahler manifold Z, which is however
nott a metric cone. The 'center' of the space is located at r — q (one can always choose
CC22(r)(r) = r 2 - q2). At the center the space looks like a metric cone9. This space is regular
onlyy in the 'metric link' is a round sphere.
Whatt would a background look like, obtained by T-dualizing the 6 circle of such a generalizedd Taub-NUT? If one would take an approach similar to [ 11], the first step would be to
findd an ultraviolet gauge theory, which in the infrared flows to a nonlinear sigma model on
thee generalized Taub-NUT. Such a gauge theory has in general less supersymmetry than the
9

Thee general expression for A(r) in [88] is: A2(r) = ^
x

£

'

ƒ ^ ~a > dt + 0 J

, where n is the

(complex)) dimension of Z, Also B = qA~ . If the integration constant (3 is chosen equal to zero, the space looks
likee a metric cone near the center.
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MM = (4,4) of the model of [11]. Having found a satisfying gauge theory, one should performm a N = (2,2) T-duality transformation, which gets rid of some chiral superfields, but
nott all, which would be the case for mirror symmetry, and introduces some twisted chirals.
Thee next question would be to find a (geometric) interpretation of this model, or rather, of its
infraredd limit. This interpretation might, for example, be some more complicated fivebrane
configuration,, or something more complicated.
Forr example, as a four dimensional smooth space, one can take instead of a Taub-NUT,
thee Atiyah-Hitchin space, which should dualize to an orientifold 0(5) plane, instead of a NS
fivebrane,fivebrane, see [79] and references therein. The Atiyah-Hitchin space, combined with multicenterr Taub-NUT can be used to get D-type hyper-Kahler singularities, rather than A-type.
Butt what would be the dual geometric interpretation of an exceptional hyper-Kahler surface
singularity,, for example, is unclear.
Theree are two possible approaches to get a simpler description. First, one could consider
onlyy the classical duality. In this case, the dual background has too much isometry. An
examplee of this situation will be considered below. Second, one could consider singular
geometries,, and take a scaling limit. For example, these could be metric cones, say over
Hermiteann symmetric spaces, as local models of the singularities of the generalized TaubNUTT geometries of [88]. But also these could be other singularities as discussed in chapter
2,, which may not have a known metric description at all.
Onee might hope to be in a better position to find a dual description in such a scaling
limit.. The motivation for this hope, in part, lies in the observation that an exact conformal
fieldfield theory description is known for the throat geometry of fivebranes, whereas no exact
eftt is known for the full 'global' background of a stack of fivebranes. If in more general
scalingg limits, there are exact conformal field theory descriptions as well, then one might
employy known and conjectured facts about abstract conformal field theories to perform the
duality,, and perhaps hope that after the dust has settled, the dual eft also has a geometric
interpretation.. Still, one might then ask what are the 'global' backgrounds that correspond
too the scaling limit conformal field theories. This second approach, a full quantum duality
off a scaling limit will be considered in the next section.
C L A S S I C A LL DUALS O F G E N E R A L I Z E D T A U B - N U T M E T R I C S

Considerr a generalized Taub-NUT metric [88],
ds 22 = Lq(r)dr2 + (r 2 - q2)
++

Galdxadxb

-T7^[d*2 + ^(x,x)dz<f.

(4 85)

'

Heree Gai is a Kahler metric of an 2n dimensional compact homogeneous Kahler manifold,
Z,, with coordinates x**, where n runs over n holomorphic indices a and n anti-holomorphic
indicess b. Locally, in a coordinate patch, one can obtain the Kahler metric from a Kahler
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potentiall Ga^ = 2dad^K(x,x).
The coordinate 9 parametrizes a circle fiber. The nontrivialityy of the fibration is expressed through the A^, which can be seen as a gauge field on
Z.Z. The gauge field A is related to the Kahler metric. In a coordinate patch, one can write
A»A» = id^K, where p runs over holomorphic and anti-holomorphic indices.
Forr example, taking Z = IP1, using spherical coordinates on P 1 , and taking A ~
coscos 6d4>, so that dA is the volume form on S2 ~ P 1 , the resulting metric is the familiar
Taub-NUT.. Its classical dual is a the smeared fivebrane on R3 x S1.
Forr Z ~ P 1 x P 1 , one can write a Taub-NUT like metric which is of the form
dsds22 = L(p)dp2 + (p2 + 2q2) Y^Y^ do? + sin2 Öidtf
i=l,2 i=l,2

(4.86) )

nn 2

dtpdtp + V ]
+ L(P)
+ L(P)
i=l,2 2

cos

&id<j>i

Where e
iPiP +
L(p)=lL(p)=l
4 p ( pp + 4<?)

2qf

(4-87) )

Thee parameter q governs the size of the ^-circle. In the (classically) T-dual geometry, it is
relatedd to the asymptotic string coupling.
Applyingg the Buscher rules, results in a 'smeared' dual background
22
dsds2 2 L(p)(dpL(p)(dp22+q-+q< + 2g2) £
^ 2 ) 4 >< 22

[d02+sin2W2],

t=l,2 2

BB = ^

cosdidï) A d&,

(4.88)

t=l,2 2

i>> = $o + logL(p).
Inn this background, one may recognize the 'transverse' space of a pair of intersecting fivebranes.. Both fivebranes share a common worldvolume M 3 ' 1 and both are smeared along a
commons' 1 .. This leaves five dimensions, in which the fivebranes intersect in a point (to get
aa picture, say, both NS5 and NS5' have common worldvolume directions x 0123, furthermore
NS55 has worldvolume directions x45, NS5' has worldvolume directions xQ7 and both NS5
andd NS5' are smeared along xg, which is a circle. The only direction in which the entire
configurationn is point-like is x&). For instance, the 1/p behavior in the metric at small valuess of p, indicates there is a single direction in which the whole configuration is localized.
Byy quantum effects, one might expect the fivebranes to localize along the ^ direction.
C O N C L U D I N GG OBSERVATIONS ABOUT C L A S S I C A L DUALITY

Thiss picture as it is presented above is obviously quite crude. There are some questions
whichh arise immediately. For example, in a brane interpretation, two charges appear natu102 2
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rally,, labeling the numbers of NS5 andNS5' branes. One may wonder what the correspondingg interpretation is of these integers on the geometric side. A natural guess, presents itself,
whenn zooming in on the local geometry.
Inn the Taub-NUT case, we have seen that the local geometry looks like a metric cone
overr a lens space. The degree to which the circle is fibered non-trivially over the base P l ,
i.e.. the Chern class, indicates the fivebrane charge in the dual background. Similarly, there
onee would consider circle fibrations over P 1 x P 1 , which give rise to a pair of integers.
However,, the analogy seems not to go through completely. Whereas the metric cone
overr any lens space S 3 / Z J V + I is a supersymmetric metric cone with a smooth link, there
aree only two metric cones on smooth circle bundles over P 1 x P 1 . The links are T 1 1 and
TTuu/Z2,/Z2, as discussed in chapter 2. Nevertheless, one can consider many more supersymmetricc singularities in six dimensions, which keep a relation to P 1 x P 1 . For instance, one
cann consider orbifolds of the ordinary conifold, and related spaces that are connected via
blowupss and blowdowns of various cycles.
Theree is another interesting question. It seems perfectly legitimate to consider a 'scaling
limit'' on the geometric side of the picture, keeping only the geometry near a singular point,
similarr to scaling from (N + 1)-center Taub-NUT to an AN singularity. The question is
whatt such a scaling limit would correspond to in the dual background. First of all, it is
clearr that this question cannot be answered using the classical Buscher rules. This is so
nott only because the fact whether a brane configuration is smeared or not, affects what the
backgroundd looks like near this configuration. But also, it is precisely the localized stack
whichh has a throat geometry that can be decoupled from the bulk, through an appropriate
scalingg limit. For an intersecting configuration of fivebranes, how should one imagine taking
ann analogous scaling limit?
Forr instance, consider a configuration of two stacks of intersecting fivebranes, NS5 with
worldvolumee directions a?oi2367 and NS5' branes with worldvolume directions #012389- I n
suchh a geometry one can approach the NS5 branes while remaining far away from the NS5'
branes,, and it is not readily clear that there is a distinguished 'radial' direction, to perform
aa decoupling limit. Such a decoupling limit should yield a linear dilaton in the 'radial'
direction.. As it turns out, there is such a limit, which has been found, assuming a linear
dilatonn from the outset, in [106].
AA final question for now is: 'Is it possible to find general 'flux impurity' configurations,
inn the same numbers as there are geometric impurities, and how should these be interpreted
andd a scaling limit taken?'. Or alternatively: 'Are there 'scaling limits' of flux impurities, are
theyy described by exact conformal field theories, like the simple stack of parallel fivebranes,
andd how are these conformal field theories related to the geometry?. These questions form
thee starting point for section 4.4.
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4.44

THE DUAL OF A CONE

Onee can take a 'local' view on the issue of quantum T-duality. In this approach, one considerss only the local geometry near a singularity and only a 'throat geometry' in the dual,
wheree there are no 'localized branes' visible, but only their effect on the nearby ambient
space:: fluxes and a linear dilaton. It is quite generic to consider T-duality in such a 'local'' approach, since all supersymmetric singularities, discussed in chapter 2, have a (circle)
isometryy which degenerates at the singular point.
Inn order that one may consider only the 'localized' physics, it must be decoupled from
thee bulk through some decoupling limit. On the geometric side the decoupling limits involve
deformingg the singularity slightly, by a parameter \x, which is taken to zero in the decoupling
limit.. In order to keep the masses of localized excitations finite (think of these as branes
wrappingg the almost vanishing cycle), the asymptotic string coupling is scaled to zero, too.
Inn the case of the hyper-Kahler surface singularities, the decoupled theories are Little
Stringg Theories [3], non-gravitational theories of the worldvolume physics of frvebranes.
Ann important way to study these theories, is via a holographic dual: linear dilaton backgrounds,, like the throat geometry [4], [23, 24]. A similar view can be taken with regard to
otherr 'impurities', which can be interpreted as Calabi-Yau singularities, or as certain 'flux
impurities'' which might be intersecting frvebranes, or other complicated sources of flux.
Ann important inspiration and motivation for us to consider affine hypersurface singularities,
liess in the work of Ooguri and Vafa [19], who discussed T-duality between ADE surface
singularitiess and fivebrane throat conformal field theories in an abstract eft approach, and
thee work of Giveon, Kutasov and Pelc [22] who have proposed a relation between general
affinee hypersurface singularities to Landau-Ginzburg conformal field theories.

OUTLINE E

Inn this section we shall begin with a discussion of a non-conformal field theory which is
proposedd to relate the nonlinear sigma model on an affine hypersurface (or a discrete quotientt thereof, depending on details), to another conformal field theory, which we shall call a
'half-dualized'' theory. The idea is that the 'half dualized' theory takes into account all nonperturbativee contributions to the T-duality. Then in order to get the T-dual to the non-linear
sigmaa model on a hypersurface, one needs only to perform a classical T-duality transformationn on the 'half dualized' theory. The resulting dual theory genetically contains a linear
dilatonn (i.e. the conformal field theory of a scalar with background charge). The rest of the
theoryy depends much more on the hypersurface one starts out with.
Wee proceed to discuss some concrete examples of hypersurfaces and dual theories. First,
wee recover the duals to the ADE surface singularities, which consist of a dilaton and an
SU(2)SU(2) superconformal field theory, as originally found by Ooguri and Vafa [19]. The ADE
surfacess are quite special, as the are the only hypersurfaces we know that are both described
exactlyy by our kind of ultraviolet theory, and whose duals have an interpretation with a
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WZWW model. As it will turn out, in general hypersurfaces of 'anticanonical type 10 ' are
describedd by our ultraviolet gauge theories. If a hypersurface is not of anticanonical type,
(andd — d + J2ai divides d), then there is an ultraviolet theory which describes a cyclic
quotientt to the affine hypersurface.
Wee continue with some examples of special non-anticanonical hypersurfaces. In general
theirr defining polynomials are of the form
FF ( x i , . . . ,xn+2)

= H(xi,...,xn)

+

x++1xl+2.

Whenn the polynomials H are of the type that defines a Landau-Ginzburg superpotential of a
modell that also has a Kazama-Suzuki coset model interpretation, Gf (H x f/(l)), then the
T-duall model is of the form
linearr dilaton x —.
HH
Wee conclude with some finishing remarks about hypersurfaces which have no LandauGinzburg/Kazama-Suzukii interpretation, and regarding Anti-de Sitter target spaces in lieu
off linear dilaton backgrounds.
S I G M AA M O D E L S FOR C O N E S

Considerr an affine hypersurface
CC = r 1 ( 0 ) c C n + 2 ,

(4.89)

definedd by a weighted homogeneous defining polynomial
F ( A W l x i , . . . , X W n + 2 x n + 2 )) = AF(ar l s ..., xn+2).

(4.90)

Thee 'weights' can be written as
W i - ^ ,,

<*€ { 2 , 3 , 4 , . . . } ,

(4.91)

wheree also
gcdd ({ai}) = 1,
lcmm ({ai}) = d

(4.92) )

Lett C have only a single, isolated, singularity which is located at x = 0. That is to say,
(F(x)) = 0 and dF(x) = 0 )
10

<=>

x = 0.

(4.93)

Recalll that by this term we refer to hypersurfaces defined by a weighted homogeneous polynomial of weighted
degreee d and with weights at such that ]T a* = d + 1
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Accordingg to Tian and Yau [27] this affine cone, at least without the apex x — 0, is CalabiYau,, if and only if
Tll + 2

dd < ^2 at = A,

(4.94)

andd we assume that it is.
Howw is this hypersurface described via a gauged linear sigma model? The equation
F ( x i , .. ..,xn+2)

= 0

definingg C is an equation in affine space C n + 2 \ {0}. Usually, a gauged linear sigma model
iss used to describe hypersurfaces in a projective space [18]. The idea is to view the affine
C n + 22 as a 'patch' with 'inhomogeneous' coordinates of a larger space, that does have a
U{\)U{\) gauge equivalence. Actually, in general, the patch described through such a gauged
linearr sigma model is not C n + 2 , but rather a cyclic quotient C n + 2 / Z m , in the fashion of the
modell of section 3.3.2 on page 61. This point of view is discussed below.
Firstt note that F = 0 is also the defining equation of a hypersurface in
P[ai,a2,...,a n +2]-Iff this hypersurface is well-formed, see (2.57),
g c d ( a i , . . . , a i , . . . , a n + 2 )) = 1 1 < i < n + 2,
g c d ( a i , . . . , ö i , . . . , a j , . . . , a „ + 2 )) | d V i , j .
thenn (4.94) says that it is Fano. We assume that the a l and d are such, that it actually is
Fano. .
Inn a £7(1) gauged linear sigma model description of the hypersurface F = 0 in
F[aF[ahhaa22,...,a,...,an+2n+2}, },
thee variables Xi correspond to chiral superfields <&i of U(l) (gauge) charge qi = a^. Introducee another chiral superfield, <Ê>o of charge
qoqo = a0 = d - A < 0.

(4.96)

Inn order to avoid the axial anomaly, one should introduce another chiral superfield, $ _ i ,
withh U(l) charge
q-iq-i = - d ,
(4.97)
soo that the sum of all gauge charges vanishes.
Noww consider the 'linear sigma model' with Lagrangian
LL = LD+LF+Lp,
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where e

LLDD = f tfO\$-X\2e-dV + - i r (* + * + Vf
JJ

2a 0

2n2n

,

(4.99a)

2e 2 2
ff d29 $ _ ! [/ie-'^ 00 * 1 + F (*!, . . . ,$n+2)] + c.c
L~~
= / d 2 0 - t E + c.c.
'F 'F

--ƒ ƒ

(4.99b) )
(4.99c)

Notee that this Lagrangian is not quite that of an ordinary gauged linear sigma model with a
gaugee invariant superpotential. The above Lagrangian has a gauge invariant superpotential,
butt the kinetic term for $o = e* is somewhat special. The field ^ does not transform homogeneouslyy under gauge transformations, but rather it is shifted. But on the other hand, the
superpotentiall for \I>, does transform homogeneously. In some respects, it is convenient to
thinkk in terms of the field field \I>, in others it is more natural to reason in terms of the condensate
$o-- Both points of view will be used in the following.
Thee F-term (4.99b) is gauge invariant, and it can also be made invariant under the vectorialrial U{1) R-transformations. This is accomplished by choosing the U(l) v charges of all 3>j
proportionall to their gauge charges, v i = 2w?j except for the U( 1) y charge of $ _ i, which is
chosenchosen to vanish. A negative U{l)y charge for $0 may seem strange, but one should keep
inn mind that the 'fundamental' field is * .
Also,, from the definition of ao it does not follow that |ao| should necessarily divide d. In
somee interesting cases, |ao| does not divide d. Some examples of such cases are discussed
later.. The prime case where |ao| is guaranteed to divide d, is ÜQ = —1. Precisely in this
case,, the hypersurface F = 0 in P[ai, 02,.. , an+2] is anticanonically embedded. For examplee this is the case for the ADE hyper-Kahler surfaces, in table 2.2 and for the del-Pezzo
surfacess collected in table 2.6. It is for anticanonically embedded hypersurfaces in weighted
projectivee space, that the method of Kollar and Johnson applies to possibly determine the
existencee of quasi-smooth Kahler-Einstein metrics on the projective hypersurface [34, 35],
whichh is a foundation to apply the methods of Boyer, Galicki et al.[78, 37, 32] to prove existencee of Sasaki-Einstein metrics on the link, so that the affine hypersurface can be viewed
ass a metric cone.
Preciselyy when the embedding is anticanonical, one can recover the affine cone from the
linearr sigma model, as opposed to a cyclic quotient of the affine cone. This cone is recovered
inn the infrared limit, if the Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter r » 0. When the embedding is not
anticanonical,, |oo| > 1, and |oo| divides d, then in this 'phase' of the sigma model, one
recoverss a Z| Qo | quotient of the affine cone F - 1 (0). When |ao| does not divide d, a possible
interpretationn seems to be more subtle. Let us illustrate these cases with some examples.
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EXAMPLES S
ADEE HYPER-KAHLER SURFACE

Thee hyper-Kahler surfaces are described as hypersurfaces in C 3 , defined by the polynomialss listed in table 2.2. These hypersurfaces are anticanonically embedded, so a o = — 1Thee gauge invariant superpotential of an ADE linear sigma model reads
WW = $ _ ! (n$öd + FT ( $ I , $2, $3))

(4.100)

Inn the non-linear sigma model phase, r ^> 0, the vacuum manifold (cf. equation 3.46 on
pagee 61) is
{/i*ö dd + ^ r ( * i , * 2 , $3) = 0} M l ) ,
(4.101)
whichh is a hypersurface in ö(—d) —> P[ai, Ü2, 03]. By passing to 'inhomogeneous coordinates'' Hi = «Êi^Q

= $ i ^ g \ this can be viewed as the affine hypersurface
F r ( S 1 , S 2 , S 3 ) + A tt = 0

(4.102)

inn C 3 . That is to say, the deformed ADE-singularity. A similar argumentation applies to
anyy anticanonically embedded hypersurface (i.e. ao = —1).
Too be more specific, consider a deformed An+i singularity. It is described as a hypersurface e
AAn+1n+1 : x\+n + xl + x% + fjt = 0.
(4.103)
Thee gauged linear sigma model that describes this model in its infrared regime, for large
positivee FI-parameter, has U(l) charge assignments
rr
[a_i,oo,Oi,o 2 ,a 3 ]] = \-a{n+

a
ct
2), -a,a, -(n + 2), - ( n + 2)

(4.104) )

wheree ai=l (a=2) if n is even (n is odd). The superpotential reads
WW = $ _ i (/i$o"n~2 + &ï+2 +$l + *l)

(4-105)

Ass discussed in section 3.3.2, when r > 0, the scalar potential is minimized on a a hypersurfacee in O (-a) — P [a, f (n + 2), | ( n -I- 2)], and the hypersurface is given by
H$öH$önn~~22 + *ï+2 + $ ! + $ ! = 0-

(4.106)

Thiss can be rewritten, defining E* — $; <&Q a ° , so that the E, are uncharged under the
gaugee group, and recalling $ 0 = e*, as
e*(,ii + S 7 + 2 + S | + S j ) = 0 .

(4.107)

Thee part between brackets is the defining equation of a deformed A n + 1 singularity. Also,
thee Ei are good coordinates on C 3 . Note that \I> ~ ^+2iri, or, in terms of $0» $0 ~ e2ni$o108 8
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Thiss periodicity could affect the interpretation of the Si's: Hi ~ e2irt (aj/ao). Since a 0 =
—1,, the Hi are 'single valued'. In other words, the Hi are coordinates on C 3 , and not on
somee discrete quotient of C 3 , thanks to |a 0 | being equal to one.
Theree are many anticanonically embedded hypersurfaces possible. The anticanonically
embeddedd log del Pezzo surfaces and log Fano threefold hypersurfaces in weighted projectivee spaces are exhaustively collected in [34] and [35] respectively. From the point of string
theory,, and more particularly, the T-duality discussed in this section, most of these seem not
too have an apparent elegant interpretation in string theory.
SOMEE GENERALIZED CONIFOLDS

Besidee the anticanonically embedded hypersurfaces, there many hypersurfaces that are
nott anticanonically embedded, but do have an interesting interpretation, from the perspectivee of string theory and T-duality. Instead of discussing the widest possible kinds of classes,
lett us focus on the 'generalized conifolds', or actually, as subset of these.
Inn a generalization of the usual conifold, which can be regarded as the affine hypersurf*£LC6 6

xi+xl+xxi+xl+x2233
4

+ xl = 0
4

(4.108)

5

inn C , consider hypersurfaces in cyclic quotients of C or C , which will be specified
shortly,, of the form
nn

F(xi,...,ar n +2)) = £ > r + * n + i + 4 + 2 ,

(41°9)

i=i i

takingg n = 2 or n = 3. Call the corresponding surfaces F _ 1 (0) generalized conifolds.
Hypersurfacess with two pure squares in the defining polynomial, like in (4.109) are
neverr anticanonically embedded (except for the A k surface singularities, which are defined
inn C n + 2 ~ C 3 , here hypersurfaces for which n > 2 are considered). For the sake of
thee future interpretation of the model, restrict to the subclass of generalized conifolds with
(integer)) exponents m* > 2, such that
nn

1

1

V —— = - ,
m
*-^*-^ m,i

(4.110)

i—1 1

wheree m is a positive integer
m < E { l , 2 , 3 , . . . } ..
(4.111)
Notee that m may also be equal to one, unlike the mi.
Theree is a 'Gepner model' sort of interpretation of this condition on the exponents.
Althoughh it may seem an observation very much disconnected from the present context,
noticee that a superpotential
nn
m

WW = X^

+£

Xr
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'defines'' a conformal field theory, quite analogous to the sort discussed in the seminal paper
[19]] of Ooguri and Vafa on T-duality of the fivebrane, and ADE surface singularities, which
hass a central charge
c = ll + — + V n

1

J =ra,

(4.113)

usingg the familiar formula for the central charge of a Landau-Ginzburg model, and not
worryingg about the negative weight] ] .
Thee characterization above, in terms of exponents rather than weights, a i, is quite convenient.. However, perhaps it obscures some aspects discussed earlier in terms of the a {. Recall
thatt from the definition (4.96) of a 0 it does not follow that this weight is necessarily a divisorr of d, the weighted degree of F . Since the degree of homogeneity of x ™ is d — —ma0,
integralityy of m just says that |ao| is indeed a divisor of d. However, the embeddings of the
generalizedd conifolds not being anticanonical, \CLQ\ properly divides d, |oo| > 2.
Forr concreteness, consider some particular example of a generalized conifold. First take
F ( x i ,, x2, x3, x4) = x\m + x22m + xj + x\.

(4.114)

Thee charge assignments in the linear sigma model, for this model are
[a_i,a 0 ,, «1,02,03,04] = [—2m,-2,1,1, m , m ] .

(4.115)

Thee F-term reads
LLFF==

fd2d$-1(n®Qm + F ^ ! , ^ , ^ , ^ ) )

(4.116)

andd the linear sigma model, for large positive Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter, flows to a nonlinearr sigma model on F - 1 (-//) in C 4 /Z 2 , where Z 2 acts on the coordinates of the covering
C4as s
( 6 ^ 2 , 6 , 6 )) ~ ( - 4 i , ~ ^ 2 , ( - l ) m « e 3 , ( - l ) m C 4 ) .
(4.117)
Similarly,, one can consider the generalized conifold defined as F _ 1 ( - / ^ ) in C 4 /Z 3 ,
with h
F(xi,xF(xi,x22,X3,x,X3,x44))
= x\m +xlm +xl+x%.
:

(4.118

5

Or,, F~ (//) in C /Z6 defined by a polynomial like
F(xi,xF(xi,x22,x,x33,x,x44,x,x55))

= x\2m + xlm + x43m + x\+ x\.

111
At least, not worrying more than in [19]. Very loosely speaking, one can think of the negative weight term as
aa SL(2; R) Kazama-Suzuki model, by analogy with the sound SU(2)/U(1) {minimal model) interpretation of
XXmmii terms, like Ooguri and Vafa observed (also see [91]). On the other hand, remembering the interpretation of
$ 00 = e * , where * is a 'shift-gauged' field, one can argue for the interpretation of this negative weight term, as
aa c = 1 + 2 / m eft, through the reasoning of Hori and Kapustin [26]. In that interpretation, the negative weight
termm in the superpotential indicates a Liouville theory factor, while in the linear sigma model which describes the
hypersurface,, the field $0 of negative gauge charge is part of a SL(2; R) Kazama-Suzuki model, in the infrared.
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Surfacess like these above have quite interesting duals, as will be discussed shortly. First
notee that, unlike the ADE hyper-Kahler surfaces, these higher dimensional varieties admit
deformationss by terms of the same weighted degree. That is to say, one can add monomials
inn the Xi 's which leave the polynomial weighted homogeneous, but not all such terms can
bee gotten rid of by redefinition of the variables x i. Such deformations of the a polynomial in
thee F-term of the linear sigma model, correspond to marginal deformations in the conformal
infraredd non-linear sigma model.
Inn the following exposition, regarding T-duality of the models, one should keep in mind
suchh marginal deformations. Rather than performing a duality relating two precise eft's,
thee dual models will be related up to marginal deformations. That is to say, the 'dual'
modelss describe string backgrounds in the same moduli space. This 'imprecision' is large a
consequencee of the unfortunately too poorly understood eft isomorphisms, which underlie
thee proposed duality relation.
DUALIZATIONN 1: QUANTUM E F F E C T S

Thee (quotients of) weighted homogeneous affine cones, as discussed above, all have a characteristicc U(l) action, which degenerates at the apex (the singularity). Consequently, one
mayy wonder if a corresponding T-dual description can be found, and if it has a reasonable
geometricc interpretation. For one, it is expected that worldsheet instantons play a crucial
rölee in the dualization process, since the U(l) action has a fixed point.
Thee characteristic U(l) action of a hypersurface can be effected in the linear sigma
modell by a phase rotation of $o»

WW = $_! tó/ao + F ($!,..., $n+2))
== $ _ i e d * / a o (fi + F ($leai*/a°,...,

$n+2ea"+2*/a°)) ,

(4.120) )

or,, thinking of the 'shift-gauged' field \I>, the characteristic action is achieved by simply
shiftingg the imaginary part of $. So it is natural to think to dualize shifts of \I> in order to
gett a model which describes the background dualized along the characteristic £7(1) action.
InIn the 'sigma model phase' {$ - i ) = 0 , and it is not clear if or how the field $ _i should
bee involved in the duality operation. A duality operation similar to the ones discussed so
farr (introducing an auxiliary gauge field and an 'overarching' model and integrating out
thee auxiliary gauge field) would get rid of one, or perhaps more, chiral superfields and
introducee twisted chirals instead. So the dual model would have a formulation involving
aa combination of both chiral and twisted chiral superfields, unlike the Hori-Vafa mirror
symmetryy dualizations [53].
Inn addition the (twisted) F-terms complicate matters. It is not at all obvious how the
variouss chirals and the twisted chirals should be coupled in the dual model. In any case, this
couplingg would need to be consistent with M = 2 supersymmetry. Note that in (4.99b) all
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thee (chiral) fields are coupled to each other, although the $ i , . . . , $n+2 couple to \I> only
throughh $ _ i .
Iff one were to ignore the superpotential, the dualization of \I> is quite straightforward.
Ass a 'shift-gauged' field (4.72), its kinetic term is replaced by one for a twisted chiral, like
ƒƒ dA6 — \Y | 2 , and there is a contribution to the twisted F-term, of the form ƒ d29 — F £ , but
theree is no e~Y term generated, as there are no vortex configurations for a 'shift-gauged'
field.field. Taking into account the superpotential is known to be quite subtle, also in the context
off 2d mirror symmetry [53] of compact or non-compact manifolds.
Clearly,, it is totally incorrect to simply replace * by a twisted chiral, since a direct
couplingg to the chiral field <I>_i would be inconsistent with supersymmetry. On the other
hand,, one might imagine that $ _ x might need to be dualized as well, yielding another
twistedd chiral which could be coupled to the dual of ^ in a simple fashion. However, in that
casee the question presents itself how the dual of $ _i would couple to the various $i.
Iff not along the lines of gauging "P and integrating out the auxiliary gauge field, how
elsee to obtain a dual? Recall the recurring philosophy followed in the dualization procedure
off backgrounds with a degenerating circle isometry. As a first step, a classical duality gives
aa 'smeared' dual background. This 'smeared' background has an isometry, which the exact
T-duall should not have. In a second step, one gets the 'full' dual background by including
thee nonperturbative quantum effects, the worldsheet instantons, which break the 'unwanted'
classicall symmetry.
Inn an inversion of the order of these steps of the philosophy, could one alternatively
firstfirst take into account the non-perturbative effects, in terms of some 'half-dual' model, and
inn a second step, get the 'fuH' T-dual model from a more manageable classical duality?
InIn fact, the claim here is that this is indeed possible, and that the 'half-dual' model has a
conjecturedd simple description in terms of the 'linear sigma model' (4.99). It is conjectured,
thatt the non-perturbative effects of the duality give a non-zero expectation value to 0 _ i .
Thee non-zero expectation value of 0_i is expected to arise due to worldsheet instantons
whichh contribute crucially in the T-duality, taken along a degenerating cycle in the cone. In
aa non-linear sigma model, the role of worldsheet instantons is conceptually clear: there are
explicitt field configurations in the non-linear sigma model which are interpreted as strings
embeddedd in the target space in such a way that they are wound around the T-duality circle.
Inn the present model, as remarked, the situation is more subtle. Some intuition can be
gainedd from the analogous situation which occurs with 2d mirror symmetry [53], Note
thatt we are at this point not discussing 'our' model, but mirror symmetry. In this case,
severall T-dualities are performed at once, and each T-duality corresponds to integrating out
ann auxiliary gauge field. The role of the non-linear sigma model worldsheet instantons is
takenn over in this case by vortex configurations of the auxiliary gauge field. The effect of
thesee vortex contributions, is that effectively the Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter is 'shifted'. It
iss shifted in in the following way. First of all, the dual (twisted chiral) field couples to the
U(l)U(l) GLSM gauge field as a dynamical Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter. Second, in the mirror
symmetryy applications, a twisted superpotential is generated for this dual field. A twisted
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superpotentiall can give an expectation value to a field, in the infrared limit. If the twisted
chirall field gets an expectation value due to the twisted superpotential, then effectively the
Fayet-Iliopouloss parameter is shifted, because of the Fayet-Iliopoulos-like coupling of the
twistedd chiral to the gauge field. The shift of FI-parameter, in turn has a consequence for
thee expectation values of all the fields, because the scalar potential is changed.
Noww consider our T-duality. In our ultraviolet gauge theory, there is a superpotential
presentt from the outset, but no 'dynamical Fayet-Iliopoulos' coupling between the matter
fieldsfields and the gauge field. When we are to dualize shifts of ^ (if ^ is shifted, the gauge
invariantt combinations e a i */l a °l$i transform in such a way that F is rotated by a phase
factor,, as it is expected it should), we expect that a dual field will couple as a dynamical
FI-parameterr to the gauge field. But from the outset, \I> has a superpotential e - d */l a ol # So
itt is natural to expect that the dynamical FI-parameter acquires an expectation value, as a
consequencee of this potential. This means the effective FI-parameter is shifted or, in the
languagee of the original ultraviolet theory, that effectively * is shifted. This in turn is seen
ass a resulting expectation value of 0_i, which minimizes the scalar potential part VD as
inn (3.60). At this point \I> becomes somewhat of an awkward field, as the potential pushes
itt out to infinity. But this is not too strange; the exponential potential defines a Liouville
theory. .
Inn terms of the formulation of the linear sigma model in terms of $o> this change
amountss to a drastic change of the Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter, from r » 0, to r = — oo,
whichh could qualitatively be regarded as a change of a Kahler modulus, in the non-linear
sigmaa model, albeit a very severe change. From the point of view of V, with kinetic term
TAjd'ipTAjd'ip22 for its scalar component, it also seems like shift infinitely far away in moduli space.
Unfortunately,, a clear understanding of this shift is lacking. However, loosely speaking,
itt is the exponential interaction of ^ that pushes out ip all the way to infinity, when (4>-i) ^
0,, at very low energies. But in the infrared, ^ is somewhat of an awkward variable to
characterizee the theory, which is actually M = 2 Liouville theory. One can think of this
theory,, at large values of ip as a sigma model on R^ x S1, where there is a background
chargee for the E^, scalar. Clearly, such 'half-dual' backgrounds look nothing like the cone
onee started out with. In fact, as an orbifold of a product (Liouville) x (Landau-Ginzburg),
itt is not at all clear if a geometric description characterization of this worldsheet eft exists
att all. Yet, in order to perform the usual dualization procedure, albeit only classically, one
shouldd have a sigma model interpretation.

S O M EE L I T E R A T U R E

Beforee discussing the possibility of such sigma model interpretations, and the second half of
thee dualization procedure, note that a considerable amount off quite related and very interestingg literature exists, which connects conformal field theories such as the above, consisting
off a Liouville factor and a Landau-Ginzburg factor, to geometric singularities.
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'global'' Calabi-Yau
scalingg limit

isolating 'localized' physics

TT
n+2n+2

CC

D F'1

(-(i)

classical l

'smeared'' flux background

T-duality y

ii

IR-flow w

lin.. a -model ((<fi-i) = 0)

IR-flow w
classical l

->-- ?

T-duality y

'half-duality' ' (non-pert,, part)

lin.. a-model ( ( 0 _ : ) ^ 0 )

worldsheett instantons
classical l

^^ 'full' T-dual, in UV

T-duality y

IR-flow w
ff

'LG-orbifold' '

classical l

'localized'' flux background

T-duality y

scalingg limit isolatingg 'localized' physics

'global'' configuration with localized flux sources

Figuree 4.2: Diagram of duality relations. The pair of lines in the middle of the figure concern nonconformall (ultraviolet) models. The 'full' T-duality is in this section regarded for the 'localized'
physics,, like for example, the CHS fivebrane throat and Ak singularities. The 'localized' physics is
isolatedd (by a scaling limit) from a 'global' background, such as for example a stack of fivebranes or
Taub-NUTT The exactly T-dual global backgrounds appear in the top left and bottom right corners of
thee diagram.
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AA selection of salient literature is presented in the following paragraphs. There is no pretensee that this selection is representative of all related and important work, but it is hoped
thatt the following selection will provide the reader with an idea of otherr work in three interrelatedd topics. Firstly, there is work on relation between singularities and Landau-Ginzburg
models.. Secondly, important work exists on linear dilaton backgrounds and Little String
Theory.. Thirdly, such 'flux impurity' throat backgrounds are related to AdS backgrounds.
First,, a major inspiration and, as far as the author is aware, the first work discussing
aa connection between ADE surface singularities, and deformations thereof is the paper of
Oogurii and Vafa [19]. In this work Landau-Ginzburg orbifold models are taken, with superpotentialss of the form
WADEWADE

= / ^ ö d + FADE(XI,X2,X3),

(4.121)

whichh are proposed to describe deformed ADE surface singularities, motivated by the usual
Calabi-Yau-Landau-Ginzburgg correspondence [92], without worrying about the negative
gaugee charge of XQ. For hypersurfaces in projective spaces, the CY/LG-correspondence
wass put on a firm footing by Witten through the interpolating linear sigma model [18].
Ass discussed in section 3.3.2, the connection is found to be more involved for the affine
hypersurfaces,, like also the ADE surface singularities
Oogurii and Vafa take the Landau-Ginzburg orbifold as a starting point of a description of
thee ADE surface singularities and interpret the x0 part as a SL(2; R)/U(l) Kazama-Suzuki
model,, the 'cigar', which indeed has a U(l) isometry, considering it an 'analytic continuation'' of SU(2)/U(1) minimal models, for their purposes. The rest of the Landau-Ginzburg
superpotentiall defines a minimal model with a corresponding ADE SU(2) modular invariantt [17]. In the 'scaling limit' that isolates the local physics at a singularity, one of the parameterss scaled is fi —> 0. For the 'cigar' coset model, this means that the 'tip' moves ever
furtherr into the large gs region, and a target part looks like the 'dilatonic cylinder' R ^ x S 1 .
Takingg R^ x U(l)> which has a decoupled U{\), instead of SL(2; R)/C/(l), and studying
carefullyy the partition function of the orbifold \U{\) x (SU{2)/U(l))r]
/ I \ Ooguri and
Vafaa find the partition function for a SU(2)r conformal field theory. In addition to this
SU(2)r,SU(2)r, the complete background also has the remaining scalar with a background charge.
Soo the total eft, in the scaling limit, so /z — 0, has the partition function of R<j> x SU(2).
Thatt is, they are identical as conformal field theories and hence the string backgrounds can
bee related by T-duality. For the A-type singularities, this is nothing but the CHS throat eft
off a stack of coincident fivebranes [15].
Althoughh the work of Ooguri and Vafa is a fundamental paper, some important earlier
relatedd work, considering eft partition functions, is the earlier [91], and alsoo [93], regarding
thee role of SL(2)/U(1) in the description of the conifold singularity which, like the A i
surfacee singularity, has no non-trivial eft factor coming from the polynomial F, which is
simplyy quadric.
Inn a spirit like Ooguri and Vafa, considering eft partition functions, is the work of
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Eguchi,, Sugawara and others, such as [94] and later works, which show that certain
[SL(2;[SL(2; R) x Landau-Ginzburg] /T
conformall field theories have partition functions consistent with spacetime supersymmetry
(basically,, they are modular invariant). A very interesting paper in particular [95], considers
partitionn functions of models consisting of an M = 1 Liouville model and a Af — 1 G/H
cosett models. These models are precisely cases of 'flux impurities' which admit a geometric
(gaugedd WZW) interpretation. The G/H coset models considered are are such that the
homogeneouss spaces G/H lead to metric cones of special holonomy, just as in our case.
Evenn coset conformal field theories are discussed based on current algebras G and H, such
thatt the coset manifold G/H is a homogeneous nearly Kahler or weak G 2 manifold (leading
too metric cones of C?2 and Spin(7) holonomy respectively). Our methods, using Af = (2,2)
worldsheett models, are not adept to treat such cases.
Inn [95], the relation with metric cones is most definitely observed, and it is a central point
inn that work. The spacetime supersymmetry of the 'flux impurity' eft's is found to agree
withh the expectation of a cone special holonomy. However, a clear connection with the 'geometricc impurities', is not made. We believe that our T-duality relation, making use of the
hypersurfacee description and an overarching ultraviolet theory provides a complementary
picturee to [95], as it allows to relate a geometric (hypersurface) impurity to a 'half-dualized'
model.. However [95] is very important, in exposing the isomorphy of the 'half dualized'
modelss (N = 2 Liouville times a Kazama-Suzuki coset) and the true 'flux impurity' (linear
dilatonn times G/H coset), much in the spirit of the formal partition function considerations
off Ooguri and Vafa.
Thee work discussed above is essentially concerned with a study of partition functions of
thee conformal field theories, and show equivalences between SL(2; R) (or Af = 2 Liouville)
timess one coset eft on one side, and a linear dilaton times another coset (essentially with a
U(l)U(l) factor in the 'denominator' deleted) on the other side. In some other very important
work,, a connection is made between supersymmetric singularities and Landau-Ginzburg
modelss in considerable generality. Very important in this respect is the work on linear
dilatonn backgrounds as holographic duals to Little String Theories by Giveon, Kutasov,
Seibergg and others, such as [23, 24] and [3, 4].
Perhapss the most important inspiration to consider T-duality for hypersurfaces, is the
paperr of Giveon, Kutasov and Pelc [22]. This proposes a general connection between hypersurfacee singularities and the 'half-dualized' models R ^ x U ( l ) x Landau-Ginzburg, identifyingg the Landau-Ginzburg superpotential with the defining polynomial of the hypersurface.
Also,, hypersurfaces are discussed with a defining polynomial of a the following particular
form m
F{xF{x11,x,x22,...,x,...,x3+23+2))
= H(xi,x2,x3)
+ x\ + x\.
Thee affine hypersurfaces F _ 1 ( 0 ) are argued to be T-dual descriptions of a fivebrane with
worldvolumee E 1 , 1 x L, where L = H'1(Q) c C 3 . The T-duality which achieves this
iss done fiberwise along (e l ^u, e~l<t>v), where uv = x\ + x\. This is not the U(l) action
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whichh we consider. We consider the generic weighted homogeneous action on any weighted
homogeneouss polynomial. We find that our model describes not precisely affine hypersurfacee singularities of the form above, but discrete quotients of these, essentially because the
weightss and weighted degree of are such, that F does not define an anticanonically embeddedd hypersurface in weighted projective space. Non-compact Calabi-Yau varieties of the
formm uv 4- H{x, y) = 0 are also interesting from the point of view of topological string
theory,, see, for example [107, 108].
Finally,, there is a considerable amount of very interesting work on worldsheet conformall field theories describing fivebrane backgrounds, which often have a g s — oo region,
andd deformations which keep gs finite, such as the 'fivebrane ring' in (4.22) discussed in
[25]] by Sfetsos, and many other papers, mainly by Sfetsos, Kounnas, Kiritsis and others,
suchh as [5] [96]. Some deformations involve separating the fivebranes, like the 'ring' geometry,, while another possibility is to add fundamental strings, to keep the dilaton finite
nearr the fivebranes, see, i.a. [97]. The effect of the fundamental strings is quite drastic.
Nott only is the dilaton made constant, rather than linearly growing down a throat, as a consequence,, the decoupling limit is fundamentally changed. No longer is it required to take
ggss
0, as usual for Little String Theories, but rather, there is a Maldacena type of decouplingg limit, which yields AdS3 x J\f backgrounds, rather than a throat-like (linear dilaton)
background.. A central paper, in this respect regarding the requirements on JV to yield a
supersymmetricc background is [98] and also [101], in addition there are important papers
byy Elitzur, Giveon, Kutasov, Seiberg and others. Some interesting papers discussing explicitt AdS3 x G/H backgrounds are [99, 100]. Deformations of the linear dilaton 'near
fluxx impurity' backgrounds can thus lead to interesting related Anti-de Sitter backgrounds.
Itt would be interesting to study the Anti-de Sitter backgrounds, and the dual conformal field
theoriess in particular, obtained by deforming the 'near flux impurity' backgrounds which we
obtain.. These can be considered T-duals of geometric impurities with fundamental strings.
DUALIZATIONN 2: G E O M E T R I C INTERPRETATION

Lett us continue with the dualization procedure, proceeding from the 'half-dualized' models
ass in figure 4.2. The Liouville part of the model has a Lagrangian

JJ

^

(4.122)

Thee central charge of the Liouville theory is
22
CLiouviUee = 1 + 771—f

(4.123)

d/\ad/\a00\ \
Inn the region of large Re -0, it has a target space interpretation as a 'dilatonic cylinder'
1 ^^ x 5 1 . The radius of the circle is quantized in units of y/d/\ao\ and determined by
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thee periodicity of Im ip. Actually, the periodicity of \& is 2nd/\ao\ (or an integer multiple
thereof,, set by the overarching 'linear sigma model' as discussed in section 3.3.2.
Noww consider the Landau-Ginzburg part, with superpotential W = F. For a general
weightedd homogeneous F that describes an affine Calabi-Yau hypersurface, i.e. satisfyingg (4.94), the Landau-Ginzburg model with W = F has no known geometric interpretation.. However, for some special polynomials F it does. That is to say, some special
weightedd homogeneous polynomials describe (marginal deformations of) certain KazamaSuzukii models. In particular, the Kazama-Suzuki models based on Hermitean symmetric
spacess at level one have a Landau-Ginzburg formulation [21], see section 3.4. Also, some
Kazama-Suzukii models at levels k > 1 can be related to level one Kazama-Suzuki models,
utilizingg the (conjectured) isomorphisms of coset models discussed in section 3.4. These
Kazama-Suzukii models have a sigma model interpretation, as gauged WZW models, and
theyy have a distinguished U(l) symmetry. This symmetry is the axial action the £7(1) of
whichh the vector action is gauged in
GG
HxU(l)HxU(l)vv' '
Thee fermions in the Kazama-Suzuki models are essentially decoupled from the bosons,
thee fermions realize a SO (dimG/(H x U(l)))l current algebra and the bosons realize an
ordinaryy bosonic coset model. The dualization can be considered simply on the bosonic part
G_ G_

/r r H H

(4.124) )

whichh is a generalization of the familiar duality
[SU(2)[SU(2)rr/U(l)/U(l)

x U(l)\ / r ~ SU(2)r,

whichh for the A-type modular invariants has an explicit interpretation as T-duality, using
aa sigma model realization [16]. For general ADE modular invariants, this identity can be
obtainedd from the consideration of partition functions [19].
EXAMPLES S

Inn order to get a feeling for the duality, consider some specific examples, using the LandauGinzburg/Kazama-Suzukii equivalences of section 3.4.
A - T Y P EE SURFACE S I N G U L A R I T I E S

Ann Ak+i surface singularity can be viewed as a metric cone on the link
SS11 - S3/Zk+2

-
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Chirall superfield $*
* - ii
$00
* ii

C/(l)) charge a*
a_ii = -(k + 2)a
aoo = —a
a\a\ = a
« 2 , 33 =

$2,3 3

^ Q !

Tablee 4.1: Charge assignments for Ak+i singularity, a — 1 (a = 2) if k is even (odd).

Thee polynomial which defines such a singularity as a hypersurface in C 3 , see table 2.2, has
suchh weights and weighted degree that a o = — 1.
Forr S3/Zk+2 the polynomial is
r J 4 fc+11 — Xi

(4.126) )

+ x2 + # 3 .

Thee overarching model can be characterized, roughly speaking, as a U(l) 'linear sigma
model'' with chiral superfields with charges as in table 4.1, but strictly speaking, the chirall superfield $o should be regarded as a 'composite* field, e*, where \I> appears in the
Lagrangiann as a 'shift-gauged' field and \I> ~ # + 2iri
Thee Lagrangian reads
L=L=

fd4d

| ^ ( * + * + V) 2 + | $aa
- iee| -av -av

++ | * i | V + \^2\2edV'2

+ \*3\2edV*

- -^|E|2

(4.127) )

++ J d26 $_i (//e"d* + $? + ^ + $i) + c.c,
wheree d = a (A; + 2). The 'half-dualized' model is a %d orbifold of a product eft. One factor
off the product is the Landau-Ginzburg model with the superpotential

WW11 = #f,

(4.128) )

andd the other factor is a Liouville model, which is the IR limit of the theory with the followingg Lagrangian
Luouviiiee = ƒ d 4 0 i | * | + ƒ d2 tie'* + c.c,

(4.129)

wheree the periodicity of ^ is 2irid. The central charge of the Landau-Ginzburg model is
cii = 1 — § and the central charge of the Liouville model is CLJOUV. = 1 + \Ass ^ — 0, the region where the Liouville potential is weak encompasses a larger part
off negative Re rp values. Where the Liouville potential is small, there is a target space
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interpretationn as a dilatonic cylinder. Writing ip = p + idq the metric on the dilatonic
cylinderr is
dsds22^=^dp^=^dp22+ddq+ddq22..
Thee Landau-Ginzburg factor can be viewed as a SU(2)/U(1)

(4

coset model, with metric

d 4 ss = d (dX2 + tan 2 x^2)

(4-131)
7r

Thee coordinates q and <fr are periodic with periodicity 27r, while 0 < x < /2 The Z d
orbifoldd acts along the integral curves of Jj- + ^ .
Thee T-dual geometry is obtained by applying the Buscher rules to the above geometry,
dualizingg ^ (jf" + gs ) Concretely, gauging translations along this circle using a Lagrange
multiplierr A, and gauge fixing q = 0 this yields
dsds22 =d (dp2 + dX2 + sin2 Xdcf>2) + ^ d A

2
(4 132)

BB — cos 2 x dA A d(/>,
wheree A ~ A + 27r/d is the dual coordinate. There is also a background charge for p.
Redefiningg A = 0/d, the above metric and S-field look exactly like the throat geometry, x-,
4>4> and 6 are coordinates on S3, with d units of flux through it. This is in agreement with
[19]. .
Notee that the level of the SU(2)k WZW model, which is interpreted as the number
off fivebranes down the throat, corresponds to the first Chern class of the bundle Sl —
SS33/Zk+2/Zk+2 — SU{2)/U(l). Curiously, for the Ai singularity the half-dualized model has
aa Landau-Ginzburg part with superpotential W\ = <ï>2, which defines a trivial model with
cc = 0, containing only the vacuum state. So the complete information of the A i singularity
iss contained in the Liouville factor.
G E N E R A L I Z E DD C O N I F O L D S

Considerr the conifold, which is a metric cone over T 1 1 . The homogeneous Sasaki-Einstein
manifold d
l t ll „ SU(2) x SU(2)
U{1) U{1)
cann be regarded as a circle bundle over
SU(2)SU(2)
U(l)U(l)

5/7(2)
U{\) '

ass discussed in chapter 2, and it is one of the few regular Sasaki-Einstein manifolds of
dimensionn five. It is also defined as a hypersurface in C 4 ,
2i^22 = Z3Z4.
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Thee conifold can be quotiented by the Z n action
~e2^nz3

zz33

(4.134) )
Z4Z4 ~ e

'

Z4.

Definee the Zn -invariant combinations
2/22 =*?,
tt

(4.135)

=Z3Z^.

Thee quotiented conifold is then described by the pair of equations y \yi = tk and Z1Z2 =t,
orr by the single relation
V1V2V1V2 = (ziz2)n.
(4.136)
Soo the weighted homogeneous hypersurface in C 4 defined by F = 0 with
F(xi,X2,X3,xF(xi,X2,X3,x4:4:))

= (#1X2)" + £ 3 +x\

(4.137

iss a Z n quotient of the conifold. Unlike the denning polynomials of the ADE surface singularities,, polynomials such as F admit 'marginal deformations'. That is to say, there are
monomiall terms 5F of the same weighted degree which one can subtract from F, such that
thesee subtractions cannot be undone by a change of coordinates x, —-> Xi(xj) that respects
thee weights of the coordinates.
_
Onee particular 'marginal deformation' of F is F,
F{xuxF{xux22,,

X3,34) = x\n + x2,71 + X32 + x j .

(4.138)

Thiss is a very interesting equation, for our purposes, though actually, not as an equation in
C 4 ,, but as an equation in C 4 /Z2. The weights and the weighted degree of F are such, that
ooo = — 2. Therefore, there is a U(l) gauge theory, of the sort discussed earlier, that in the
infraredd flows to a non-linear sigma model on F _1(—(i) in C 4 /Z2. The group Z2 acts on
thee coordinates Xi of C 4 as
~ ( — 1 ) # 1 2i
1,2,,
Z3,44 ~ ( - l ) £3,4X\X\

2

( 4 1 3 9 )

Thee Lagrangian of this gauge theory reads
L=/d<««
i = l , 22

i=3,4

++ ƒ d 2 ^_! (e"n* + F ($!, $2j $3, $4))
(4.140) )
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Andd the periodicity of the chiral superfield ^ is \I> ~ 13> + 2ni.
Thee hypersurface admits a 17(1) action, as it is weighted homogeneous. The 'half-dual'
modell is a "L2n orbifold of a product of three separate eft's, C ® W <S> W, where W is a
Landau-Ginzburgg model with superpotential W = <I>2, i.e. a SU(2)/U(l) model, and £ is
aa Liouville model which is the IRfixedpoint of the model with a Lagrangian
f d*0 ^-\V\2 + fd26e~*+c.c

L=L=

(4.141)

andd \I> ~ # + 27rm. In the region where the real part of ip is large, the target space of the
Liouvillee model looks like a dilatonic cylinder. In the scaling limit corresponding to the
, the Liouville potential is small for a larger portion
generalizedd conifold singularity,
off values of Re V>.
Thee metric on the cylinder looks like
dsds22cylcyl = n(dp2 + dq2),

(4.142)

wheree p 6 R is a scalar with a background charge, corresponding to the real part of i/> and
qq ~ q + 27T is a free periodic scalar. The central charge of the Liouville model (or dilatonic
cylinder)) is c = 1 + §. The pair of SU(2)/U(1) coset models have metrics
dsds22t2t2 = 2n (dxï + tan 2 Xi d0 2 ) .

(4.143)

Thee central charge of each copy is c = 1 + ^ so the total central charge is c = 3. And the
Z2nn orbifold identifies (q, <j>i,4>2) ~ (Q - 2m/n, <j>\ + ni/n, <fo + m/n).
Applyingg the Buscher rules to this geometry, along the 'homogeneous' U(l) direction
(samee as of the orbifolding), yields a dual geometry that looks like

dsds22dualdual=nldp=nldp22 + 2j2dxt
\\

i=l,2

nn
+2+++ £ t a n 2 * *

(4.144)

r=l,2 2

o^\22 , V * t +a n 2

AJ2

, t a n 2 x i t a n 2 * rd<
, ,

X* d ( ^ +

2dAzz + 2 ^

Ö

[ ^i -

d<,

, ,2

^23

i=l,2 2

withh a i?-neld

2++ E t a n ' *
i = l , 22

YlYl tan2 *dA A d&.
l-1

f^

(4.145)

'^

Thee dilaton profile is also somewhat complicated. First of all, there is a linear dilaton
inn the p direction, already from the Liouville/dilatonic cylinder. But there are also other
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contributions,, from the Buscher rules. In all, the dilaton profile looks like
$$ = 3>Q - linear dilaton along p
logg cos Xi - - log I 1 + — - — + — - — 1
i = l , 22

^

(4.146) )

'

OTHERR SINGULARITIES WITH A K A Z A M A - S U Z U K I INTERPRETATION

Somee other interesting hypersurfaces are obtained from other weighted homogeneous polynomialss that (up to marginal deformations) characterize Landau-Ginzburg/Kazama-Suzuki
models. .
Forr example, the Kazama-Suzuki models
SU(Z)SU(Z)k k
SU(2)SU(2) x (7(1)
havee a Landau-Ginzburg realization with a superpotential W = F that has weights and
degreee such that
F(xi,xF(xi,x22,X3,X4),X3,X4)
22

H{\xH{\x11,X,X xx22))

=H{xi,x2)
k+3

=\

+ xl + xl

(4.147) )

H(x1,x2).

Thee weights of the coordinates are
,,
f(1,2 M
iffcisodd
( « i . - a ^ ^ )) = ( ; 2 ; 4 i f c a + 3 i ^ 3 ) i f f c i i e v e i l

,. 1/1C ,
<4148>

Thee weighted degree of F is k -f 3 (2k + 6) if A; is odd (even), so a0 = -a\ - a 2
f-3iffcisodd d
a

° HH

afu-

(4 149)

'

11 — 6 if k is even
Furthermore,, to have a UV model which describes a simple cyclic quotient of a hypersurface,, we need — a0\d, so k should be an integer multiple of 3. Define
nn = - ! + £,
and d

))

11 ifnisodd
22 if n is even
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Withh these definitions, we consider weighted homogeneous polynomials Fn (xi, X2, #3, x 4 )
off weighted degree d — 3an(n + 1) and weights
//

v

/

3 a n ( n + l) 3c*n(n + l)

0

thenn a-1 = —d and a® = — 3 a n . There is a UV gauge theory which flows to a sigma model
onn the hypersurface F~1{-JJL) in C 4 /Z| a o |, analogous to the models discussed in the earlier
cases. .
Thee 'half-dual' model is Z 3 n + 3 orbifold of a product eft, containing a Liouville factorr and a Landau-Ginzburg factor with W = Fn. Weighted homogeneous deformations
correspondd to Landau-Ginzburg eft's that differ by marginal deformations. In the moduli
spacee of Landau-Ginzburg conformal field theories with weighted homogeneous superpotentialss of the form of Fn, there is a particular point where the Landau-Ginzburg model
iss the SU{3)3n/ {SU{2) x 1/(1)) Kazama-Suzuki coset model. To find the precise form
requiress a detailed analysis, under the assumption that the 'level-rank' isomorphisms of the
Kazama-Suzukii models, as discussed in section 3.4 are indeed true.
Thee Liouville model is the infrared fixed point of a model with Lagrangian
LL =

/d4"2(^Tj|ï|2

+

/d2^"ï'

(4152)

wheree * is a chiral superfield with periodicity 2-Ki{n + 1 ) . In the scaling limit when the
hypersurfacee develops its singularity 11 — 0, the Liouville model can be interpreted as a
dilatonicc cylinder, as before.
Whenn there is a Kazama-Suzuki interpretation of the Landau-Ginzburg factor, the classicall T-duality that remains to be done is
SU(3)SU(3)3n 3n
SU(2)SU(2) xC/(l)

TT

/Z3n+33
+\

xSn

SU(3)3n

- ~WW

(

}

Thee Kazama-Suzuki model has a canonical 5 1 symmetry, which is the axial action of the
U(l)U(l) that appears as a vectorially gauged subgroup in the denominator (an interesting
closelyy related duality is discussed in [28]). The T-duality transformation is taken along
thee combined action of the axial 17(1) in the coset and translations along the S * factor.
Thee above duality can be derived through a process similar to that in [28]. In [28] the
extraa S 1 was not considered, but rather T-duality was derived between the coset models
GGkk
HH x U(l)v

T

Gk
H x U(l)a x Zfc+gv '

(4.154) )

Inclusionn of the extra circle 'eats' the axially gauged U(l). Compare this to the classic case
SU(2)SU(2)kk
U{l)U{l)vv

SU(2)k
C/(l)0xZfc+2
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(see,, for example [102] for a nice exposition) versus the duality
^ --

x t/(l) ~ SU(2)k/Zk+2,

(4.156)

in,, for example [19].
Onee can consider such a dualization for bosonic coset models, as the fermionic part of
Kazama-Suzukii is essentially free (although decoupling the fermions has some effects, like
shiftingg the level of the bosonic coset and affecting the order of the orbifold quotient by the
duall Coxeter number of G, see [28]). The T-duality is performed by introducing an auxiliaryy gauge field which gauges the isometry of the T-duality and a Lagrange multiplier term
whichh sets the gauge connection to be flat. In choosing a particular gauge fixing condition,
onee usually picks up a non-trivial dilaton profile. In the next step, of the T-duality, integratingg out the gauge field, again a non-trivial dilaton profile may be generated. In [28], where
thee Kazama-Suzuki model alone is dualized, without the extra U(l), through a cunning
choicee of gauge fixing condition, the generation of a dilaton is avoided. A similar tactic can
bee employed for the present T-duality. But also another choice of gauge fixing should not
affectt the end result. Indeed, the dilaton generated in the first step is cancelled in the second,
thuss leading indeed to the duality (4.154). Consequently, similar T-dualities can be consideredd for other Landau-Ginzburg-Kazama-Suzuki models, such as SU(4)/SU{3) x £/(l)
att arbitrary level. Also, the work of Eguchi and Sugawara [95] provides a demonstration
off such dualities for many different cosets, including cases not related to Landau-Ginzburg
modelss and cases related to G2 and Spin(7) singularities.
4.4.11

INTERPRETATION OF THE DUALITY

Whatt can be said about the relation between the supersymmetric singularities and their Tduall backgrounds? First of all, the procedure that was discussed relies on the formulation
off a singularity as a weighted homogeneous affine hypersurface, or as a quotient of such a
hypersurface,, depending on the value of ao- It is reasonable to think of a weighted homogeneouss hypersurface singularity as a metric cone, qualitatively speaking. After all, such a
hypersurfacee admits a C* action while on a (Calabi-Yau) metric cone the Euler and Reeb
vectorr fields act in an analogous fashion.
However,, explicit Sasaki-Einstein metrics on the links of supersymmetric affine hypersurfacess are scarcely known. The exceptions are mainly homogeneous spaces and and
thee most special cases are the hyper-Kahler surface singularities. Another reason why the
ADEE surface singularities are very special is, that they have no marginal deformations.
Thiss means that the polynomials which define them as hypersurfaces have no weighted homogeneouss deformations other than ones which correspond to changes of variables. And
inn addition the ADE polynomials, see table 2.2, define Landau-Ginzburg models which
havee a coset interpretation. Other hypersurfaces, of dimension larger than four, either have
noo Landau-Ginzburg 'half-dual' model which has a coset eft interpretation, or they have
aa00 < - 1 , and usually both matters occur at once. Also, they have marginal deformations.
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Geometric c
R x ^ ll

Flux x

ST/(2)) isometry
rr c SU(2)
quotientt by discrete subgroup of isometries

R** x SU{2)r
SU(2)SU(2) affine symmetry
TT modular invariant
basedd on affine symmetry

Tablee 4.2: Remarkable correspondences between ADE 'geometric' and 'flux' impurities.

SURFACEE S I N G U L A R I T I E S

Thee correspondences between the ADE surface singularities and their duals are remarkable.
Thee surfaces can be viewed as metric cones
v

l xx

'

whilee the duals are conformal field theories
%% x

SU(2)r.

Thee isometry of the homogeneous link appears as an affine symmetry in the dual. The
possiblee links are the homogeneous SU(2)/T and correspond one-to-one to the discrete
subgroupss T of SU(2), which in turn correspond to the modular invariants that can be used
too construct each dual SU{2) conformal field theory.
Thee simplest geometric interpretation exists for the A-type singularities. Their links
aree circle bundles over P 1 , distinguished by an integer, the Chern class. The dual SU(2)
conformall field theories are realized as WZW models, which are labeled by one integer, the
level.. Because the eft is formulated as a sigma model, the target geometry can be interpreted
andd it is viewed as the throat of a stack of a number of fivebranes.
Putt together, the remarkable correspondences are summarized in table 4.2.
K A Z A M A - S U Z U K I / L A N D A U - G I N Z B U R GG S I N G U L A R I T I E S

Itt is tempting to try and generalize the correspondences in table 4.2 to cones over other
homogeneouss spaces. Many such cones have no hypersurface description, and it is not at
alll clear how exactly such a correspondence would look in detail. For example, there is no
one-to-onee relation between discrete subgroups of SU(3) and SU(3) modular invariants.
Somee more comments about this will be made later. Here we wish to briefly elaborate on
thee 'flux impurities' which have a coset eft interpretation.
Too be more specific, the proposed duality applies to flux impurities of the form
linearr dilaton x —
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wheree G/H x U(l) is a Kazama-Suzuki model with a Landau-Ginzburginterpretation. The
U(l)U(l) current in G/H has a very general role. Any flux background R $ x N needs to be
suchh that N is a JV = 1 superconformal field theory with an affine £7(1) current, such that
N/U(l)N/U(l) is a Af = 2 superconformal theory [22], see also [98]. The Kazama-Suzuki modelss provide a very explicit realization of this, combined with a geometric (gauged WZW)
interpretationn of the 'flux impurity'.
Thee geometric impurities dual to the coset models which have a Landau-Ginzburg realizationn are cyclic quotients of affine hypersurfaces. Coset models with a LG realization
aree the coset models based on simply laced Hermitean symmetric spaces (see table 3.2) at
levell one (sometimes called SLLOHSS) , and those coset models which are related by a
level/rankk isomorphism to SLLOHSS models, such as notably the Grassmannian KazamaSuzukii models at any level12

SU(mSU(m + l)k
SU{m)xU{l)' SU{m)xU{l)'
Thee reason that they quotients, and not simply hypersurfaces F ~1 (0) € C n + 2 , is that F is
nott 'anticanonical', i.e.
F(xF(x11,...,x,...,xn+2n+2))

= H(x1,...,xn)

+ xl+l

+xl+2,

andd consequently ÜQ = d — ^a,i < — 1, which causes the non-linear sigma model target
spacee to be a Z_ a o quotient of F~l (0) C C n + 2 .
Howw should we think of this target space? We believe that in the same moduli space
ass the hypersurface quotient above, there is a particular metric cone with an interesting
description,, as follows. The weighted homogeneous polynomial F can be deformed by deformations,, polynomial in the Xi, which preserve the weighed degree. Such deformations
aree marginal deformations of the Landau-Ginburg model, and correspond to deforming the
geometricc impurity by changing moduli. At a particular point in moduli space, where certainn cycles have been blown up and others have been blown down, there is, we believe, a
geometricc impurity with a 'nice' metric cone / Sasaki-Einstein description.
Forr example, consider the generalized conifolds, defined by F = x \m + x^171 + x\ + x\.
Ass discussed earlier, these are marginal deformations of a Z m quotient ofx\ + x\ -f x\ + x\
whichh defines the %2 quotient of the conifold (i..e. the metric cone on the regular SasakiEinsteinn manifold T1,1/!®)- So the Kazama-Suzuki flux impurity

RR

„„ SU(2)2n
xx

x

SU(2)2n

** ——W)W)— —

iss related by T-duality to the metric cone on T 1 ' 1 / ^ ™ , if we tune the moduli appropriately.
Thee Z2« quotient can be regarded as a Z2 quotient of the fiber of T 1 1 together with a Z n
12
Theree are other level/rank isomorphism known, discussed in section 3.4, but these are either not based on
simplyy laced groups, or on modular invariants other than the diagonal one, so not Kazama-Suzuki. It would be
interestingg to relate these models, or orbifolds of these models to Landau-Ginzburg models, but to the author's
knowledge,, this remains yet to be done.
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quotientt which acts on P 1 x P 1 as well (it is the action u — e 27ri / n u, v — e~2pil/nv on the
conifoldd uv = xy).
Interestingly,, if we simply take the polynomial F — x 2m + x2m + x\ + x\ and interpret
thatt in the appropriately weighted homogeneous space, we find, that the Hodge diamond is
[75] ]
fcfc00''00
1
ll
hh >°>° /i 0 ' 1
0
0
hh22''00
/i 1 ' 1 /i 0 ' 2 = 1
2n
1.
(4.158)
hh22''11
h1'2
0
0
/ i 2 ' 22

1
u

l

l

Andd P x P, the C* quotient of K x T or RxT > /Z2 has the above Hodge diamond with
n=n= 1.
AA final interesting feature of the Kazama-Suzuki type impurities, is that we can take
thee level of the coset model to be large. In that case the supergravity approximation of the
gaugedd WZW target space is meaningful. In the example of the generalized conifolds above
wee see that a metric cone on the total space S1 —> L — Z/T, when the order of the discrete
groupp T becomes large, is T-dual (up to marginal deformations) to the background
R 00 x Z.
Heree L is a circle bundle over is the homogeneous space [SU(2)/U(1)] /T (which is only
quasi-smooth,, not smooth, due to fixed points of T), where the f/(l)*s act from the left on
thee SU(2Ys. But on the dual side Z is [SU{2) x SU(2)] /U{\), which is the target space
off a gauged WZW model. The £7(1) acts vectorially (in an opposite fashion on both SU{2)
factors).. This space has B-field flux and a non-trivial dilaton.
O T H E RR IMPURITIES

Forr geometric impurities which cannot be interpreted in the above fashion, we have only
somee general comments to make.
Thee Kazama-Suzuki models are essential for us to find a geometric target space interpretationn of the flux impurity. Generally speaking, the Landau-Ginzburg model which we
findfind should be thought of as N/U(l), where the flux impurity is a background
Rj,Rj, x N.
Itt remains an interesting task to find such N, connected to geometric singularities, which fit
inn the T-duality procedure we described.
Inn particular it may be interesting to consider hypersurfaces which correspond to projectivee varieties which have a smaller group of isometries than the homogeneous spaces, like
P 11 x P 1 or P 2 etcetera. For example, it seems interesting to find duals to affine hypersurfacess that are C* bundles over del Pezzo surfaces, not only smooth del-Pezzo surfaces, but
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alsoo quasi-smooth log-del Pezzo surfaces found by Johnson and Kollar and Johnson [34,35]
somee of these come in infinite families, which might allow for a 'supergravity approximation'' on the side of the flux impurity. To do this, would require a geometric interpretation of
thee Landau-Ginzburg models with a superpotentiall that is a polynomial in the lists of Kollar
andd Johnson. Such an interpretation, analogous to the Kazama-Suzuki/Landau-Ginzburg
relation,, remains to be found.

4.55

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTUREE WORK

Wee have presented a connection of geometric impurities, singular geometries realized as hypersurfaces,, and flux impurities, backgrounds which contain fluxes and generically a linear
dilaton.dilaton. The best understood examples are the ADE surface singularities, and in particularr the A-type singularities, for which the geometric interpretation is simple, both of the
geometricc impurity, and of the dual flux impurity.
Thee T-duality procedure works for more general weighted homogeneous affine hypersurfaces,, with some conditions on the weights and the degree. Essentially, the condition
iss that the sum of weights is larger than the degree, and that the difference of this sum
off weights with the degree, is a divisor of the degree. The flux impurities associated to
Kazama-Suzukii coset models have a natural target space interpretation, these correspond
too specific hypersurfaces. By a change of moduli, the hypersurface is related to a simple
metricc cone. We have seen an example of the generalized conifolds that illustrates this.
Theree are various interesting directions which remain to be explored. First, there is the
issuee to better understand 'flux impurities' described by coset eft's which have no LandauGinzburgg realization, such as the many of the cosets of Eguchi et al. [95]. Conversely there
aree many interesting hypersurfaces for which the LG model has no known equivalent which
illuminatess a target space interpretation. For example one might try to find a geometric
interpretationn of LG models with a superpotential that defines a del Pezzo surface. This
wouldd presumably not directly admit an interpretation in a 'supergravity limit' as the degree
off the defining polynomial is low. Also, there are known infinite series of polynomials
whichh define log Fano varieties [34,35]. It seems hard to find a geometric interpretation for
theirr 'flux duals', but it there is such an interpretation, there might be a 'supergravity limit*
takingg the degree of the defining polynomial large.
Itt would also be interesting to consider the dualization procedure for complete intersections.. Another direction would be, to consider hyper-Kahler hypersurfaces with regards to
non-abeliann duality. The hyper-Kahler singularities can be regarded as cones on tri-Sasaki
manifolds.. These can be viewed as SU(2) bundles on quaternionic Kahler spaces. Also, becausee of the three Sasaki structures, these hypersurfaces may lead to a number of connected
fluxflux backgrounds.
Finally,, very generally the linear dilaton backgrounds can be deformed to AdS 3 back129 9
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grounds.. On the geometric singularity side, this deformation is achieved by putting fundamentall strings in the singularity. Thus, the singularities provide a way to construct a plethora
off backgrounds of the form AdS3 x N and the geometric singularity description may be a
goodd tool to learn about AdS/CFT in such cases. The construction of AdS 3 backgrounds
byy means of fundamental strings in singularities can be regarded as a method which is complementaryy to the construction of backgrounds as a near horizon limit of F1/NS5 brane
configurations,configurations, or D1/D5, by S-duality. Hopefully such constructions will provide a furth
understandingg and intuition about AdS 3 x N backgrounds and holography. In particular,
usingg singularities may open a way to the construction of AdS 3 x N vacua which cannot
bee obtained as near horizon limits of simple Dl/D5-brane configurations.
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